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NOTA BENE 
Monday, January 20,2003 
The George Washington Post 
Vol. 13, No. 1 
Environmental Lawyer Terminated, Students Outraged 
BY SAMIA NASEEM 
Staff Writer 
Winter break was dismal for many law students as 
they received devastating news about the future of The En­
vironmental Lawyer ("TEL"). The law school will no longer 
publish the journal pursuant to a decision made by Dean 
Michael Young last month. 
Students were informed of TEL's cancellation 
through a series of "second-hand emails" according to 2L 
Sharee Moser. "The manner in which TEL was cancelled 
at the executive level with no notice whatsoever to the staff 
was extremely unprofessional," she said. "I would think 
that our $30K/year tuition would at least warrant the re­
spect of a face to face explanation of decisions that affect 
our lives and professional futures." 
Moser is one of many journal members who feel that 
the administration handled the journal's closure poorly. 
2L Emily Levin complained, "I think the way this has been 
handled by the Deans and the administration is horrific at 
best." 
Students are disgruntled with Lhe administration's 
failure to communicate the pending closure of TEL to them 
prior to making the decision. Said 2L Lindsay Mason, "I 
think the decision to close the journal without contacting 
all of the staff members really made us feel like we weren't 
a part of the organization and that our opinions and ideas 
count for nothing." 2L Samuel Baker was understandably 
enraged by the notification he received. "We still have yet 
to hear one word from the administration — everything is 
third-hand. No one has the spine to tell us to our face that 
all the work we did was for nothing." 
The sudden collapse of TEL has left many wonder­
ing what happened. According to Dean Roger Trangsrud, 
TEL was the product of a partnership between the law 
school and the American Bar Association that began in 
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1994. Professor Arnold Reitze agreed to take on the task 
of overseeing TEL while the law school provided space 
and recruited students to assist him in editing the journal. 
Initially, there were great hopes of attracting a significant 
number of high-quality articles from law professors and 
practitioners. 
"Unfortunately, Professor Reitze reports that we have 
not been very successful in obtaining the kind of academic 
scholarship that we would like to put in the journal," said 
Transgrud. "He has been committed to helping TEL suc­
ceed through soliciting articles and writing them himself." 
Transgrud explained that the burden became over­
bearing when other authors failed to step up. "We have not 
received articles from outside faculty or practitioners. The 
basic problem is one of supply and demand. This closure 
is due in significant part to the fact that there are more 
environmental law journals than there are high-quality 
articles." 
Although 3L Editor-in-Chief Dave Blundell agreed 
with Trangsrud about the shortage of articles, he noted 
that GW's competitors are still publishing. "Georgetown 
has ten journals, one of which is called 'Georgetown In­
ternational Environmental Law Review,' and they have 
published articles that we've rejected." 
Blundell is certain that other factors played a role in 
the journal's closure, including funding. "The concept of 
having an outside partner was to ensure that the journal 
did not cost the school money and that the ABA would 
provide articles," he said. "However, TEL has been sup­
ported by the school since its creation. The ABA does not 
support us. They keep the income, and all that we get is 
the ABA name." 
The name hasn't necessarily been worth the cost, 
either. "The ABA affiliation recently kept us off a survey 
of the top 20 environmental law journals because we were 
wrongly considered a Bar journal," explained Blundell. 
See JOURNAL page 7 
Curriculum Committee to 
Consider Changing 
Grading Curve 
BY ELIZABETH AUSTERN 
Staff Writer 
Spurred by general observations and 
initial information gathered by Professor 
Kerr on the grading systems of other law 
schools, the Curriculum Committee has ap­
pointed a subcommittee to investigate how 
the School's grading policies differ from 
schools comparable to The George Wash­
ington University Law School, what prac­
tical effect these differences have on the stu­
dents of the school, and what steps might 
be taken to remedy the situation. The in­
vestigation has not yet been completed and 
once the subcommittee makes its report 
there are several steps that must be com­
pleted before a solution can be voted upon 
by the faculty. Nevertheless, the 
Committee's Chair hopes the process will 
be completed by the end of this Spring se­
mester. 
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The issue of the disparity in grading 
curves between GWU Law School and com­
parable "market basket" schools was ini­
tially raised last semester, according to 
Dean Jeffrey Gutman, the Curriculum Com­
mittee chair. "From the data [collected by 
Kerr] there was a general sense [in the 
Committee] that our [policy-mandated 
grade] mean is lower than most schools, 
but Kerr's investigation had not been com­
pleted and a subcommittee was formed to 
further investigate the matter and make rec­
ommendations back to the full committee. 
The subcommittee consists of Professors 
Kerr and Schooner, and first-year student 
Grace Christlieb. 
The Law School's grading policies 
affect the mean grades of all of the students 
in the school. If the School's policy mean 
is lower than that of other schools, the av­
erage GPA of the average GWU law stu­
dent will appear lower than that of the av­
erage student at another school. According 
to Dean Transgrud "We don't want to dis­
advantage our students in their competi­
tions with students of other schools," but, 
referring to the risk of encouraging grade 
inflation, "we don't want to break new 
ground either." 
In order for any change to be made 
in the grading policy, a number of steps 
must take place. The first, formation of a 
subcommittee to study the issue and make 
recommendations to the entire Curriculum 
Committee, began this past October. De-
See CURVE page 7 
Honey, They Shrunk the 
Sections 
BY JANE YANOVSKY 
Staff Writer 
In the fall of 2003, the Law School 
will welcome yet another bright-eyed class 
of hopeful lLs, but from the very begin­
ning their experience will be different from 
that of classes past. Smaller class sizes, 
two new office and classroom buildings, a 
revamped and remodeled 
student lounge, and greater 
schedule flexibility will rep­
resent the culmination of 
years of careful planning by 
the Law School administra­
tion. Both day and evening 
students will benefit from the 
proposed improvements. 
The initiative to allow 
1L day students to take one 
small lecture class in the fall 
of their first year was ap­
proved by the faculty a num­
ber of years back. "We felt it 
to be important for both 
pedagogical purposes and for 
helping to ease the transition 
for the students," said Senior Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs Roger 
Trangsrud, stressing the importance of the 
first semester of a legal career. This com­
ing fall, Civil Procedure I will be taught in 
ten sections of approximately 36-40 stu­
dents, roughly half the size of current Civil 
Procedure classes. 
Although the students will continue 
to attend the rest of their courses in four 
large sections, each section will contain two 
or three smaller sections, which may in turn 
encompass several groups of Legal Re­
Roger Trangsrud, Senior 
Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs 
search and Writing classes. The more inti­
mate setting will enable students to get feed­
back earlier in the year. "I expect small sec­
tion teachers to use the opportunity to offer 
either writing assignments or a midterm 
exam during the fall semester, said 
Trangsrud. In addition, efforts will be made 
for the Civil Procedure and LRW profes­
sors to work together on drafting memo and 
brief writing assignments to 
correspond to the material 
covered in lectures. 
With smaller class sizes 
comes the increased opportu­
nity for social and academic 
interaction between students 
and professors, the higher 
probability of getting to par­
ticipate in class discussion, 
and, of course, the increased 
odds of getting caught in the 
headlights of the Socratic 
method. Transgrud said the 
faculty felt that smaller sec­
tions would make it possible 
for professors to identify stu­
dents having difficulty adjust­
ing to a new method of learning, while pro­
viding greater support for the educational 
needs of all students. "It is easy to get lost 
in a crowd, particularly at a large school 
like ours," he said. "In law school, you need 
to be able to articulate different analyses of 
the issues ... and that's easier for a profes­
sor to communicate in a smaller setting." 
The additional benefits of a closet 
working relationship will also make thy 
professors better equipped recommenders 
See SECTIONS page 7] 
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Where is the Apology? 
Let's start with a truism that we all should be familiar with: Finals are the 
most stressful time of the semester. Nothing puts more pressure on you (as the 
1 Ls have just found out) than having your entire semester come down to one three 
hour exam. After all, it goes without saying (and is a major understatement) that 
grades are rather important at GW Law. This year, students with exams during 
the day had a special treat, to raise the stress level just a bit. 
While students took their exams they were bombarded with the 
sound of construction at the IMF site next door. In all serious­
ness, the construction noise during exams was nothing short of 
a joke and the law school administration should apologize for 
it. 
For weeks, the administration had been telling us that the 
construction would be over (or at least halted) during the exam 
period. Obviously, as Bill Clinton would put it, that statement 
was not entirely true. To make matters worse, to this date the 
administration has not apologized to the students for the ri­
diculous exam conditions. How can a person be expected to 
concentrate while being subjected to the repeated pounding of 
a piledriver just outside the window of the exam room? It was 
bad enough to have classes disrupted by construction noises 
(although they were sometimes a welcome distraction), but 
during finals? At the very least, students at this school should 
be able to expect an atmosphere conducive to taking rational, 
clear thought during finals. After all, isn't that what we re 
being tested on? The law school took appropriate steps to limit 
noise distractions by putting students taking exams on laptops 
in a separate room from bluebook students, but somehow they 
forgot or either willfully ignored the piledriver just out the win­
dow?. Something went wrong and we deserve an explanation! 
GW law school is a professional institution. Students 
come here expecting to be treated like adults, and in a profes­
sional manner. When our administrators lie to us and tell us 
fairy tales, we clearly have a right to be angry. We also have a 
i f ight to asV. for an apology. You can't change the past. Last 
I semester's finals are history. If the law school administration 
' is serious about making sure the level of trust between students 
and administrators is not history, though, they will at the very 
least offer an apology for their failure in this regard. As a 
matter of good faith, we at the Nota Bene will even provide the 
space if the administration needs a forum to address the "screw up" that took 
place during the finals period. If the administration submits a response to address 
our concerns, we will guarantee that response the featured editorial position right 
next to the House Editorial on this page. 
That level of noise during finals is inexcusable, and the law school should 
do all in its power to prevent this from ever happening again. 
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Spring Schedule of Classes 
Leaves Much to be Desired 
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER 
Opinion Editor 
Unless I fail all of my classes or I run 
out of student loans, this is my last semes­
ter at George Washington University Law 
School. After that, I w ill be going on with 
my life: trying to get a job, paying my stu­
dent loans, and saving up to buy a house in 
this hyper-inflated real estate market. In 
order to prepare myself for my much-an­
ticipated departure from this institution, I 
hoped to learn all of the fundamentals of 
lawyering. I hoped to learn legal skills, 
those classes that deal with traits all law­
yers should know: negotiating and docu­
ment drafting. Likewise, I wanted to be 
versed in substantive 
legal doctrine, rules 
and statutes that 
would be useful for 
my chosen field of 
law, whatever that 
may be. 
There are only 
two things that kept 
me from attaining 
these goals. The first, simply, is that I a m 
the laziest person who ever went to school 
here. In my first year, kids would study 
everything about everything until, oh, about 
1:00am each night, go to professors' offices 
with interesting legal issues and off-the-
wall hypotheticals, and win gold stars for 
class participation. I did not do any of this 
stuff. Perhaps 1 just did not want to spend 
every waking moment of my day worrying 
about stuff I would never use. Perhaps I 
just did not care. Who knows? 
The other obstacle that prevented me 
from becoming the true "renaissance" law­
yer was the poor class schedules developed 
by the law school. I will not address 
whether the law school faculty or adminis­
tration are at fault here. The cause does 
not really matter; the effect is more impor­
tant. This effect is that it seems that most 
day classes offered are either first-year 
classes or seminars. I will resist the temp­
tation of retaking Constitutional Law I or 
Property Law and getting inundated with 
all the 1L gossip, and I think many semi­
nar classes are barely worth the paper their 
syllabi are printed on. For those who want 
to avoid reliving their first years and avoid 
paying someone for something you could 
do on your own, choices are limited. 
So then, when are most of the sub­
stantive legal classes being taught this se-
mpctpr1? At nipht nf course If I wanted to 
So then, when are most 
of the substantive legal 
classes being taught this 
semester? At night, of 
course. 
take Constitutional Law II or Family Law, 
two classes I think every law student should 
take, I would have to take them on Thurs­
day and alternating Friday nights. Or what 
if I wanted to take Bankruptcy Law (here 
called Creditor's Rights, Debtor's Protec­
tion), a hot field of law in this economic 
slowdown? I w ould have to take this four-
credit class Monday and Tuesday nights. 
Sadly enough, I am taking this class, so if 
you want to say "hi" just come on down. I 
will be sitting in the back row, trying to get 
some sleep. 
1 thought this poor schedule was a 
product of my own whining or my own class 
choices. However, I found out that most 
people I know are spending at least two 
nights at school each 
week taking classes 
that were offered in 
the day last semester. 
Some students, such 
as myself, are here 
three nights per week. 
If I knew that I would 
be here three nights a 
week, I should have 
been an official evening student, so I co uld 
pay a lot less tuition and have a job during 
the day. 
I think the best thing for those who 
make the class schedule should be to evenly 
spread out the substantive daytime classes 
between the Fall and Spring semesters. Too 
often I find that most of the important day­
time classes that may end up on bar exams 
are being taught in the Fall. Sadly, there 
are a lot less similarly critical classes in the 
Spring. Therefore, most people, including 
myself end up missing the opportunity to 
take important classes offered in the Fall 
and have little to take in the Spring. 
Don't get me wrong here. I think GW 
has a lot of great classes. Part of me wishes 
I could stay here longer so I could learn 
everything about as many substantive top­
ics as I could. I could stay here to become 
versed in every legal skill from negotiations 
to trial advocacy. I could become the most 
educated law student ever. 
Obviously, that will never happen. 1 
have to start my career, pay back my stu­
dent loans, and move out of my parents' 
attic. I can never learn everything; there 
are just too many interesting and useful 
classes to take. I just wish that as a fare­
well gift I could learn something new and 
interesting and keep from spending almost 
every weeknight in class. 
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NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY 
Out with the Old, In with the New 
Delays in finishing construction of the academic portion of the new building for the 
Elliott School of International Affairs has thrown in doubt the School's move-in this 
semester. It remains possible that the ESIA building will not be ready until the end of 
the semester. Once the ESIA moves out of adjoining Stuart and Lisner Halls, the Law 
School will be able to take those buildings, easing the crowding in the stairwells and 
in Lerner Hall in the late mornings and early afternoons. 
Coming Soon at the Law School Near You 
Montgomery County State's Attorney Douglas Gansler will be speaking at the Law 
School on Wednesday, Jan. 22nd. He will deliver a speech entitled "The Sniper & 
Other High Profile Cases: Reflections of a Prosecutor." The Washington, D.C. 
metropolitan area was blanketed with fear in October 2002 when the sniper struck 
throughout suburban Maryland, Virginia, and in the District of Columbia. Gansler's 
speech is part of an enrichment lecture series in its 22"d year. Previous participants 
include Supreme Court Justices Scalia, O'Connor, Kennedy, and Ginsburg. The 
program will begin at 4:30 p.m. in the Moot Court Room. 
Now Performing 
During January, a number of events will be occurring that may be of interest to the 
law school community. This past Sunday, Jan. 19th, the University was treated to a 
comedy performance from a number of individuals from the Howard Stern radio 
show, with Stuttering John and Friends featuring Artie Lange. On Thursday, Jan. 
23rd, there will be a 30th anniversary celebration of the monumental Roe v. Wade 
celebration in the Hippodrome with an accompanying 1970s-themed party. Partici­
pants are encouraged to wear '70s-style attire. 
Free Food 
The voices of the masses can be heard on Thursday, Jan. 23rd at 5pm in L302. That's 
right, the Student Association is hiking over to the Law School for a town hall 
meeting. Law students will have an opportunity to speak their mind, voice concerns, 
address anything they want. Other town halls will be held during the course of the 
spring semester, although those will be held elsewhere in the University. 
And they are off ... 
2L SBA Representative Corrie Westbrook has confirmed that she intends to be a 
candidate for SBA President. Westbrook will try to become the first female SBA 
President since Joe Vella in 2000-2001. The SBA elections will take place in the 
middle of February. It is expected that others will soon follow and throw their 
proverbial hats in the ring. 
SBA Tries to Move 
Beyond Treegate 
BY TROY D. BYERS 
Staff Writer 
"Because of De's refusal to reinstate 
Tree and my belief that I could not be an 
effective member of the student govern­
ment, I am resigning from the SBA." And 
with these words by Etan Mark in a Letter 
to the Editor in the last issue of the Nota 
Bene, another chapter closed in a saga that 
has plagued the SBA since the middle of 
last semester. 
The ordeal began with SBA President 
De Famuyiwa exercising his authority un­
der Bylaw 1202 (a)( 1) by dismissing one of 
his officers, Tree Martschink, calling him 
"unreliable." Martschink is a 3L and was 
Co-Director of Student Services. This ex­
ercise of authority angered several SBA of­
ficers and representatives who proposed 
amending the SBA constitution to require 
a disciplinary board and a two-thirds vote 
of the representatives to grant the president 
the right to dismiss any member of his cabi­
net. Mark, 3L Representative, led much of 
the debate pushing to amend bylaw 1202 
(a)(1) in a proposal that was defeated only 
after three hours of heated debate at the last 
SBA session of the fall semester. 
When asked about his decision to re­
sign, Mark poignantly stated, "I resigned 
because I couldn't work for a President who 
thinks he could do whatever he wants be­
cause hey, he's the President." Mark's res­
ignation allowed Famuyiwa to nominate a 
3L representative, who will fill the vacancy 
upon receiving confirmation from the stu­
dent representatives. 
"One main reason I was reluctant to 
resign was because then it would allow 
[Famuyiwa] to appoint anyone he wanted 
to to take my place, Mark said. "It is my 
hope that the board will take the appoint­
ment process seriously and approve some­
one who will push the 3L agenda." 
Famuyiwa claims that Mark vacancy will 
not create any problems and foresees the 
SBA operating status quo. "The SBA works 
as a team when a person quits, the SBA 
should be able to function." Famuyiwa then 
confirmed that the SBA has selected Kayla 
Hall to fulfill the remainder of Mark's term. 
Both Famuyiwa and Vice President Joshua 
Harris see an unproblematic confirmation 
process and plan to have the new represen­
tative confirmed and in place for the first 
SBA meeting. 
As such, Harris said, the vacancy will 
be filled without the 3Ls being under-rep­
resented at all. The President however has 
stated that he does not plan to replace 
Martschink. "The Student Services board 
is very well equipped to handle its tasks 
[without replacing Martschink]," he ex­
plained. 
While expressing frustration over 
what he sees as condon[ing] [the 
President's] behavior, Mark conceded, "I 
don't think other members should protest 
or resign unless they feel compelled to do 
so." Famuyiwa is decidedly upbeat about 
the SBA's capacity to move on. "I think that 
as querulous as things seemed to get last 
year, I think that what really matters - the 
welfare of the student body - is what we 
are all focused on right now." 
SA Torn Over Israel Resolution 
BY JOHN LOVRICH 
Staff Writer 
The Student Association Senate passed a resolution 
last month supporting Israel by a vote of nine to seven, 
with four abstentions and one no-vote. The bill called for 
"maintaining and enhancing a mutually beneficial rela­
tionship between the United States and the State of Israel 
... [since] both are open democracies who share common 
values." A few days later, SA President Phil Robinson ve­
toed the proposal, saying "blanket statements are danger­
ous when it comes to political issues." Even though the 
bill is now stifled, its impact on the GW community has 
been revealing. 
"GW's support for Israel is extremely apropos, as 
would be GW's support for any democratic state in an area 
dominated by predominately authoritarian regimes," said 
Gerry Sachs, a 2L. Having just returned from Israel last 
week, Sachs did not see why there was so much opposition 
to the resolution. "I can't see why in a time of need one 
democracy cannot show support for another.' 
Law School Senator Mark Hershfield disagreed. "The 
legislation was procedurally flawed.... 1 didn't see the leg­
islation before the meeting, and opponents of the legisla­
tion were not told that we were going to consider the legis­
lation." He also noted that the Senate exceeded its purpose 
in passing the resolution. "The SA should not be tackling 
national and international issues on a whim. We should-
only deal with issues that directly impact students; this 
issue doesn't. Ultimately, I would never support this legis­
lation. It's basically political pandering, and that is not 
what I w as elected to do." 
Rebecca Balint, a 1L member of the Muslim Law 
Student Association, shared Hershfield's concern. "Initially 
my first reaction was that this is an appropriate item of 
discussion for a GWU student, but a wholly inappropriate 
topic for the SA, as a representative of the student body, to 
take a side on. The topic may be important, but it is really 
outside the scope of authority we as students have given 
the SA. I do not think that the drafters of the SA's consti­
tution had this sort of authority in mind, and I never gave 
the SA the right to form an opinion on the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict for me." 
Another Law School Senator, Rod Zwahlen, agreed 
in part with Hershfield and Balint. "I abstained [from vot­
ing] for two reasons: first, because the resolution was 
crammed through the Senate without notice to myselt, so I 
was unprepared to offer an educated vote, and second, be­
cause I felt the resolution was introduced in a way that was 
kind of offensive to the significant portion of our student 
body that is not pro-Israel." 
Zwahlen, however, did not share Hershfield's view 
that the Senate should play a limited role at GW. "We are 
representatives chosen by our peers to speak out on issues 
that affect us all. Just because an issue doesn't originate 
here at GW doesn't mean the Student Association can't 
express its view on the issue." 
To vote on the bill that evening, the SA had to sus­
pend the rules that govern SA meetings. For 1L SA Sena­
tor Tracy Schampers, the evening's unorthodox course of 
events forced her to vote against the bill. 1 was chosen to 
represent the ideas and opinions of graduate students, and 
I did not feel comfortable making such a wide reaching 
statement on their behalf [without having an opportunity 
to get some feedback from the students themselves].... My 
vote refrained from putting words in students' mouths and 
misrepresenting their opinions." 
SA Executive Vice President Eric Daleo, however, 
did not find this process troubling. "The resolution was 
passed by the Senate in accordance with all our governing 
rules. It is not out-of-the-ordinary for legislation to be con­
sidered under a rules suspension." 
Much of the controversy surrounding the bill has 
focused solely on the procedural problems of the meeting 
and not on the actual question of supporting Israel. But 
while Senators have concerned themselves with various 
technical issues of how the issue was raised, law students 
have focused on the substantive issues of the debate. "The 
United States and Israel should stand together in the fight 
against terrorism," says Nick Dietz, President of the Jew­
ish Law Students Association. "Israel is under attack ev­
ery day and I feel it is vital that citizens of the United 
States, the only country that still stands by Israel, express 
their support in any and all ways possible." 
Other students suggested there is a reason why few 
countries support Israel. "Israel's war with the Palestin­
ians prevents them from developing a functioning 
economy," states Todd Gallinger, a 1L. "While they [Is­
rael] have one of the highest per capita incomes in the 
Middle East, when looked at as part of Europe, they are 
about on par with much of the former Soviet bloc. They 
have rampant unemployment and a large portion of the 
population living below the poverty line. A large reason 
for this is the conflict with Palestine." 
Following a "Wag the Dog" approach. Gallinger 
placed some of the blame on the United States. "The [Is­
raeli-Palestinian] conflict can only continue because of US 
economic support. Without this, conditions in Israel would 
likely worsen and shift political focus from continuing the 
conflict to improving the economic condition of Israelis. 
[The conflict will end] much sooner if the US stops giving 
aid to Israel." 
Balint was skeptical of the motivations behind the 
See ISRAEL page 8 
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CDO to Offer Job 
Opportunities for Students 
BY ALEXANDER SAUNDER S 
Staff Writer 
The Career Development Office has 
recently held several events, which provided 
resume help and gave students the oppor­
tunity to bid for jobs with public interest 
employers. According to Fred Thrasher, 
Director of the CDO, GW Law's Public In­
terest and Gov't Internship Programs are 
unique among law schools and are the sec­
ond largest in the nation, second only to 
the New York area law schools who com­
bine to put together a similar program. 
For the Public Interest Fair, GW and 
Georgetown have combined to provide an 
opportunity for students to interview with 
various employers who provide a wide va­
riety of services. While the bidding has al­
ready closed on the Public Interest Fair, the 
Government Internship Program is sched­
uled for February 27th and will give stu­
dents an opportunity to get information and 
make contact with various government 
agencies. "The Government Internship Pro­
gram plays off of so many federal agencies 
and departments of government organiza­
tions," said Thrasher. 
The Government Internship program 
is conducted differently than some of the 
other events. Whereas the Fall Interview 
and Public Interest Fairs require that a stu­
dent bid for employers and then set up an 
interview time, the Government Internship 
Program is a "table talk" format. Students 
come into the Marvin Center Ballroom and 
speaV. AOT several minutes with representa-
tives of various agencies who set up booths 
or tables. The Government Internship Pro­
gram is conducted in a less formal manner 
than the Fall Interview and Public Interest 
Fairs, which usually involve closed door 
interviews with applicants.. 
Thrasher recommends that students 
interested in government internships look 
for these positions during the school year 
when there is less competition. While the 
competitive government agencies and or­
ganizations get a lot of applicants from out-
of-town for the summertime, these same 
organizations require student help during 
the school year when only those within com­
muting distance will apply. So applying 
during the "off-season" for government jobs 
may be a good way to get a position that 
may have been difficult to attain during the 
summer, according to Thrasher. 
Thrasher feels that the current job 
market is competitive as large law firms 
have been impacted by a slower economy. 
Large law firms are businesses, so that if 
one is working in Mergers and Acquisitions 
for example, and is required to have 2000 
billable hours in a single year, there is less 
work and the environment becomes more 
competitive. 
The legal market is especially harsh 
on mid-level attorneys so that attorneys who 
have been with a firm for three to five years 
are being heavily scrutinized for produc­
tivity. While the number of entry-level po­
sitions may remain at a level comparable 
to previous years, these mid-level attorneys 
are being laid off when their productivity 
lags. Large firms are becoming more dili­
gent in their evaluations of mid-level asso­
ciates. According to Thrasher, right now 
may not be a very good time to be a 1998 or 
1999 graduate of law school. 
Fred Thrasher recommends that stu­
dents be persistent in their search for jobs. 
"I encourage people to meet with their 
counselors," said Thrasher. "We are con­
stantly searching and looking to add op­
portunities for students, so I encourage 
people to be diligent and persistent in their 
pursuits." 
Thrasher, who himself graduated 
from GW Law in 1993 and spent time work­
ing in a legal capacity, finds that working 
with law students is different from dealing 
with undergraduates because law students 
are typically more self-motivated and fo­
cused than the liberal arts majors he previ­
ously worked with. "What we do is do ev­
erything in our power to create employment 
opportunities and practical experiences," 
said Thrasher. "The new facilities are great. 
The old location was a significant deter­
rent." 
The new location has brought a no­
ticeable increase of student traffic, accord­
ing to Thrasher. For example, the recent 
three-day-long Resume Advising session 
drew over 100 students. "We want people 
coming in. I hope that everyone sees this 
office as accessible and the staff as acces­
sible," explained Thrasher. 
Computer Virus Hits Law 
School E-Mail 
BY ALEXANDER SAUNDERS 
Staff Writer 
Many law students discovered strange 
e-mail messages bearing the name 
Big@boss.com in their inboxes last week. 
System administrators determined the at­
tachment included with the messages is a 
virus, but they concluded its effects are 
harmless. Daniel Diggs, a law school com­
puter applications specialist, explained that, 
fortunately, the virus delivers no destrue­
ns c pas load and instead is merely self-rep­
licating. 
"It's sort of a throw-back to older vi-
uses," said Diggs. "Newer viruses pick ad-
'io\s iandomls ami cans a destruense 
ayload. This one is less sophisticated and 
eems more like an old-fashioned virus." 
It's recommended that students not 
pen the attachment if they receive an email 
from Big@boss.com. If a student inadvert­
ently opens the attachment, it is unlikely to 
do any harm to the student's computer as it 
will only duplicate itself and send itself to 
other email addresses in the student's ad­
dress list. 
Students can further protect their 
computers from this and more malicious 
viruses by installing Symantec's Norton 
Anti-Virus software, which is available to 
all GW students in its Corporate Edition 
and can be downloaded for free. 
To install the Norton Anti-Virus pro­
gram, law students must first register with 
Information Student Services and create a 
free GW account, which is separate from 
law school accounts. After registering, stu­
dents simply visit the online "Help Desk" 
at http://helpdesk.gwu.edu/ and download 
the Norton Anti-Virus utility. Diggs recom­
mends that students use the "live update" 
Still Waiting for Grades? 
BY BRANDON M OSS 
Staff Writer 
Final exams for the fall semester at 
the Law School were completed by Decem­
ber 20th, but for many 2Ls and 3Ls, grades 
have not yet materialized. Although 1L 
grades will be posted on Jan. 24th, upper-
level law students are kept in suspense by a 
complex grade-release system and profes­
sors, administrators said, dismissing rumors 
of an untimely vacation in the scantron-
grading department. 
According to Rosanne O'Hara, Di­
rector of Student Administrative Services, 
professors are given a formula for grading 
exams: they have to grade a minimum of 
eight exams or six papers per day, although 
they are not required to grade exams on 
Sundays or holidays. As a result, every pro­
fessor has a different due date for his or her 
classes. There are two holidays in the near 
future: Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday 
on January 20th and Presidents' Day on 
February 17th. In addition, O'Hara pointed 
out that professors were not required to start 
grading exams until January 2nd. That 
means some professors will not be required 
to turn in final grades for their classes un­
til late January or early February, especially 
those teaching larger classes. O'Hara esti­
mated that some professors have more than 
200 papers and exams to grade. 
O'Hara admitted that there is "no 
penalty for missing the deadline" to turn in 
final grades, but she also noted that Roger 
Trangsrud, the Senior Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs, is responsible for con­
tacting faculty who have missed their dead­
line for turning in grades. The situation has 
some student leaders concerned. 
"At the last faculty meeting of the fall 
semester, Dean Transgrud urged professors 
to turn in their grades in a timely way," said 
Racquel Russell, Student Bar Association 
Director of Academic Affairs. "Although I 
appreciate his request, I don't think it's 
enough. More needs to be done." 
The grade-reporting process does not 
end when a professor delivers grades to the 
Records Office. The professor, who has at 
that point identified each exam only by a 
social security numbers because of blind 
grading, is then asked by the Records Of­
fice whether the grade is final or not. Some 
professors elect to award points based on 
in-class participation and are then able to 
modify a student's final grade accordingly. 
When the grades are made final, Dean 
Trangsrud reviews them. O'Hara estimates 
that grades are posted "within 24 hours of 
when [the Records Office] gets them." 
O'Hara said that the formula for grad­
ing papers and exams is "quite fair." But 
Russell disagrees. "There are still glitches 
in the system that need to be worked out," 
she said. "The major problem is that there 
are no real consequences for the professors 
if they do not turn in their grades in a timely 
fashion." Still, Russell has seen progress. 
"Each year it gets a little better," she said. 
Russell added that the SBA leaders have 
"made our concerns known to the adminis­
tration through legislation." 
To continue improving the system, 
Russell suggests penalizing professors for 
handing grades in late or awarding them 
for finishing early. O'Hara, however, thinks 
that the faculty would be "disadvantaged" 
by being penalized for turning in grades 
late. 
O'Hara also dismissed rumors that 
circulated last week suggesting exams us­
ing scantron sheets were delayed, because 
the person responsible for grading those 
exams went on vacation. Questioning the 
veracity of the story, she added that it was 
irrelevant because January 2nd was the of­
ficial start of the grading process. 
Through an agreement reached be­
tween the SBA and the Law School, lLs 
will receive their grades on the third Fri­
day in January, which will be January 24th 
this year. In the past, lLs had to wait longer 
to get their grades. O'Hara pointed out that 
although lLs will have to wait until Janu­
ary 24th to find out how they did during 
their first semester, the Records Office al­
ready has received grades for 1L classes. 
Russell applauds the 1L grade-release 
system, although she noted it occurs "a long 
time after finals." Russell said she wishes 
the system had been in place when she was 
a 1L. "It would have been nice to know that 
on X date, I will have all my grades versus 
checking GWeb five times a day." Now a 
3L, Russell still had not received all of her 
grades as of January 16th. "I'm still wait­
ing on two grades, and it's frustrating as a 
3L to keep checking GWeb, hoping my 
grades are in." 
There is hope for the spring grades, 
however. O'Hara said that professors use 
the same grading formula, but that profes­
sors tend to finish earlier in the spring be­
cause of graduation. Professors must turn 
in final grades for May graduates within a 
week and a half after exams are finished. 
There are usually about 450 J.D. students 
and 100 L.L.M. students that graduate in 
the spring. Many professors grade all of the 
exams at once and turn in the grades for an 
entire class. 
feature, which regularly updates the 
software's virus definitions over the Internet 
to detect newly created viruses. The virus 
carried by Big@boss.com is treated by up­
date number 110. 
According to Diggs, the fact that law 
students have been targeted is a coincidence 
and not a deliberate attack. The source of 
the email appears to be a server used by the 
USDA and a local law firm, he said. It's 
likely that someone at one of these loca­
tions received the virus, which in turn ac­
cessed that user's e-mail address list. The 
likely scenario is that someone whose com­
puter was infected by the virus had the ad­
dress list of GW law students for legitimate 
purposes, allowing the virus to send itself 
to- everyone on the list as part of its pro­
gramming. 
Students with any questions or prob­
lems as a result of the virus can contact 
Bumshelp@law.gwu.edu. Students can ex­
pect an end to messages from 
Big@boss.com as the source of the offen­
sive e-mail has been established and is be­
ing blocked. 
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ASnap Gets Wired 
BY ELIZABKTH AUSTERN 
Staff Writer 
Due to problems with the old aSNAP 
network-connection system, over the win­
ter break the library changed the wall-jack 
log-on procedure to the same method used 
by the new wireless system, which was in­
stalled last summer. While the new system 
should be easier to maintain for school staff, 
it will require some adjustments by students 
who continue to use the system. 
Under the old aSNAP system, when 
students plugged their laptops into a library 
jack and opened Internet Explorer (IE) or 
Netscape, their computers automatically 
brought up a page asking them to log in. 
Now, as when connecting to the wireless 
network, students must go to a specific 
internet address listed next to most of the 
Ethernet jacks (http:// 
192.168.168.31:4100), click on a link, and 
log on to the school's firewall. "Students 
can just bookmark the logon site's address 
in their web browser," said Daniel Diggs, 
Applications Specialist at Burns Law Li­
brary, "just like they "would do if they were 
connecting through the wireless network." 
Unlike under aSNAP, the initial 
logon screen will not be automatically re­
directed to the School's website. Also, stu­
dents previously could close Netscape or IE 
and remain connected. With the new sys­
tem, students must keep the logon screen 
open to maintain their active connection to 
the network; if they close the window stu­
dents will have to log on again. 
Another consequence of the change 
is that students must type their username 
and passwords all in lowercase. And, un­
like the old system, they must type in their 
complete username and password every 
time - the old system would automatically 
fill in their username and passwords if this 
feature was turned on in their browser'op­
tions. 
Despite the difficulties students 
may experience by the change in the sys­
tem, the library technical staff feels that the 
change is worthwhile. "The old system was 
dying," said Kimberli Morris, Head of Elec­
tronic Services at Burns Law Library. "[We] 
changed from aSNAP because it was an 
aging . . . system that required frequent 
rebooting and downtime for maintenance." 
Morris feels the new system will work more 
reliably. 
Apparently, a few students using 
Windows XP have reported problems log­
ging onto the new system when using IE. 
The library staff says the workaround for 
students experiencing this difficulty is to 
log in using Netscape, which has not had 
any problems. 
According to 1L student Jennifer 
Gauthier, making the switch was not a dif­
ficult adjustment. "I just followed the in­
structions [on the wall] next to the jack," 
she said, "and I really didn't have any prob­
lems." 
Tampon Dispenser Bill 
Nears Approval 
BY PETER C. MEISEL 
Staff Writer 
The Student Bar Association will 
soon consider a formal proposal that will 
meet the need for feminine products in law 
school restrooms. After recent administra­
tive approval of the plan, the SB A vote will 
be the next step towards implementation. 
1L section representatives Debora Motyka 
and Rebecca Carvalho worked with 2L rep­
resentative Corrie Westbrook to design the 
plan that would place tampon dispensers 
in bathroom facilities throughout the build­
ing. 
To be implemented, the proposal, 
which contains requirements from the ad­
ministration, must be approved by the Stu­
dent Bar Association, which meets this 
week. Westbrook was pleased by the 
administration's support. "The great thing 
about this bill is that the administration was 
really helpful and extremely amenable to 
the idea of placing the dispensers in the 
women's restrooms," she said. 
Motyka said the plan's supporters 
worked to clear every hurdle before putting 
the proposal to a vote. "We have been work­
ing with Dean Morrison because we wanted 
administrative approval before we submit­
ted a proposal to the SBA," she explained. 
After researching the proposal and deter­
mining the feasibility of the dispensers, the 
section representatives presented their find­
ings to Morrison. Once the administration's 
concerns about finances, suppliers, and 
maintenance were addressed, the dean ap­
proved the bill. 
The law school will pay the one-time 
dispenser fee and install the machines in 
the restrooms. Also, the law school will be 
responsible for paying for the maintenance 
and for the stock of tampons. One point of 
contention was the "tampon locker" con­
cern - that the law school would become a 
free source to the campus as a whole. How­
ever, the vending-machine payment for 
tampons alleviated the administration's 
concerns. 
Morrison allowed for the funding and 
services provided the SBA agreed to imple­
ment a few services on behalf of the stu­
dent body. If the SBA votes to allow its re­
sources to order supplies, restock the ma­
chines, and collect funds, then the dispens­
ers have the administration's support. Since 
this is a bill binding in subsequent years, 
the only barrier remaining before the tam­
pon dispensers can be installed is an SBA 
vote for approval on its share of the bar­
gain, accounting, and automation. 
"Now that Dean Morrison has ap­
proved the bill, we will be presenting it to 
the SBA at the first meeting of the spring 
semester," confirmed Motyka. That meet­
ing will be held Tuesday, Jan. 21st at 9 p.m. 
in room L302. When asked about the time 
frame for the process to come to fruition, 
Carvalho said she anticipates the dispens­
ers should become operational around 
spring break if the bill passes the SBA. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Last Winter, The Student Bar Association and the Equal Justice 
Foundation teamed up with Miriam's Kitchen to provide blankets, 
jackets and change for the D.C. Homeless. 
The SBA and the EJF will like to congratulate: 
Section 13 
for winning the Blanket/Jacket Drive Competition 
between the First year Sections. 
The SBA & the EJF will also like to thank YOU ALL 
for making the drive a success. 
De Famuyiwa 
SBA President 
Amy C has tain 
EJF President 
L 
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Court Watch 
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JON ES AND SA MIA NA SEEM 
Tom Cruise wins $10 million vs. Gay porn star. 
Tom Cruise was recently awarded a $10 milliori-dol-
lar judgment in a suit for defamation against a gay pom 
actor and wrestler who told the French magazine Actustar 
Cruise had a gay affair with him. 
Chad Slater, also known as Kyle Bradford, was sued 
by Tom Cruise for $100 million in August 2001. Unable 
to afford a defense, Bradford defaulted and was found li­
able for defamation. According to insiders, the sluggish 
economy seems to have hit the gay wrestling pom indus­
try quite hard, much to the glee of the S&M industry. 
Cruise plans to donate any money he collects to char­
ity, although it is unlikely that he will ever receive much 
of the judgment. 
Steamboat Willy sails back home 
Eldred v. A shcroft 
The United States Supreme Court ruled in Eldred v. 
Ashcroft that Congress's passage of a 20-year copyright 
extension was constitutional. At stake in the ruling were 
billions of dollars worth of intellectual property. 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg sounded principles of judicial 
restraint to explain the decision of the court to uphold the 
law that extends copyrights up to 70 years after the death 
of the author and corporate copyrights to 125 years from 
the work's creation. "The wisdom of Congress's action is 
not within our province to second-guess," said the opinion 
written by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
Justices John Paul Stevens and Stephen G Breyer 
wrote strong dissents. Justice Breyer attached an economic 
analysis to his dissent that attempted to counter the asser­
tions made by the majority, namely, that failing to provide 
further protection to authors, creators, and their corpora­
tions would discourage the production of such works. 
RreyeT's analysis slated that only 2% of copyrights between 
55 and 75 years old generate royalties. Furthermore, 
Breyer's analysis indicated that the 1 % likelihood of earn­
ing $100 annually for 20 years, starting 75 years in the 
future, would be worth less than seven cents today. 
"What potential Shakespeare or Hemingway would 
be moved by such a sum? What monetarily motivated 
Melville would not realize that he could do better for his 
grandchildren by putting a few dollars into an interest-
bearing bank account?" Breyer asked. 
Justice Stevens said the court failed to protect free 
public access to "products of inventive and artistic genius" 
and provided "a gratuitous transfer of wealth from the pub­
lic to authors, publishers and their successors." 
Among the key items on the verge of expiration were 
early Mickey Mouse portrayals such as the 1928 "Steam­
boat Willie." Other intellectual properties that would have 
entered public domain included Dr. Seuss Enterprises and 
the George Gershwin Family Trust. 
Time Warner, Inc. said a contrary ruling also would 
have jeopardized movie copyrights for "Casablanca," "The 
Wizard of Oz" and "Gone With the Wind." 
Malvo to face charges as an adult 
After a two-day preliminary hearing, Fairfax county 
Judge Charles J. Maxfield ruled that there is sufficient evi­
dence to constitute probable cause that murders had been 
committed and that seventeen-year-old Lee Malvo was in­
volved in them. The judge ruled that as a result, Malvo 
will face charges as an adult. 
The defense, headed by Michael Arif, called the evi­
dence "circumstantial," and asserted that such evidence 
w ould not be enough to prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that Malvo was one of the snipers. 
The evidence against Malvo was presented by 24 
v. itnesses \\ ho discussed forensics and other evidence that 
tied Malvo to the Washington sniper shootings and 
shootings in Alabama, Georgia and Louisiana. Evidence 
piesented at the hearing included a recorded conversation 
between Malvo and an FBI agent when Malvo called the 
Ponderosa Steakhouse restaurant two days after the shoot-
mg at that location. To verily the identity of the voice, the 
prosecution presented the testimony of Fairfax County 
Police Detective June Boyle who had taken part in a six-
lioui ink i l ocation ot Malvo. Said Boyle, "I'd know that 
\oice immediately." 
Other witnesses presented evidence intended to meet 
ilk standuids ,.t Virginia's new anti-terrorism statute that 
makes the death penalty an option if people attempt to 
extort the government or intimidate the civilian popula­
tion at large. The defense retorted that the telephone call 
and note demanding $10 million should be considered 
blackmail, not extortion or intimidation. Fairfax County 
Commonwealth's Attorney Robert F. Horan, Jr. countered 
that if a notes stating, "If you want us to stop killing people, 
give us the money" and "Your children are not safe," do 
not fit within the terrorism statute, then there can never be 
a case that does. 
Malvo will face a grand jury, as an adult, to deter­
mine the exact charges against him on Jan. 21. 
Bush files amicus brief in University of 
Michigan affirmative action case. 
President Bush entered the race debate by announc­
ing that the Michigan admission policy amounts "to a quota 
system that unfairly rewards or penalizes prospective stu­
dents, based solely on their race." 
The case is being brought by three students who claim 
to have been denied admission to the University of Michi­
gan Law School because of the preference the university 
gives racial minorities when performing its admission cal­
culus. The case will be heard in March. 
President Bush explained his position on affirma­
tive action. "I strongly support diversity of all kinds, in­
cluding racial diversity in higher education. But the method 
used by the University of Michigan to achieve this impor­
tant goal is fundamentally flawed... Our Constitution makes 
it clear that people of all races must be treated equally 
under the law," President Bush said. "Quota systems that 
use race to include or exclude people from higher educa­
tion and the opportunities it offers are divisive, unfair and 
impossible to square with the Constitution." 
A senior administration official, shortly after the 
President's remarks, qualified the president's comments 
by explaining that the administration is only voicing its 
views on affirmative action as it relates to the facts of this 
case. 
While most conservatives applaud the President for 
his brave stance against affirmative action, Democratic 
critics were quick to condemn the president's statements 
as harmful and counterproductive to civil rights. 
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) spoke 
out against the President calling the announcement "a 
watershed" event in the administration's record on civil 
rights."Once again today, the administration has said as 
clearly by their actions as anyone can, they will continue 
to side with those opposed to civil rights," said Senator 
Daschle on the Senate floor. Former presidential candi­
date Jesse Jackson called President Bush "the most anti-
civil rights president in 50 years." 
The gist of the Michigan affirmative action program 
is to add 20 points on a 150-point scale to Hispanic, black, 
or Native American students. "To put this in perspective, a 
perfect SAT score is worth only 12 points in the Michigan 
system," Bush said in his speech. "Students who accumu­
late 100 points are generally admitted, so those 20 points 
awarded solely based on race are often the decisive fac­
tor." 
As an alternative to racial quotas, the President sug­
gested the adoption of systems like those that in Califor­
nia, Florida and Texas, which "have proven that by guar­
anteeing admissions to the top students from high schools 
throughout the state, including low-income neighborhoods, 
colleges can attain broad racial diversity" without quotas, 
he said. 
President's Power Expanded 
Yaser Esam Hamdi v. R umsfeld, No. 02-7338, 2003 U.S. 
App. LEXIS 198, (4th Cir. Jan. 8, 2003). 
A United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Cir­
cuit in Virginia handed down a decision in support of the 
Bush administration in the Yasser Esam Hamdi case. The 
decision confirmed the president's right to hold a U.S. citi­
zen labeled "enemy combatant" indefinitely and without 
reason or access to an attorney. 
The three-judge panel ruled that great deference 
should be given to the president for his efforts in the war 
on terrorism. They further stated that it was not proper for 
them to delve too deeply into Hamdi's imprisonment. 
Lawyers argued on Hamdi's behalf that he is a citi­
zen and should be treated as such. He should retain the 
same constitutional rights afforded citizens in criminal 
cases, including the right to consult an attorney and be 
made aware of the reasons for his detention. The circuit's 
chief judge, J. Harvie Wilkinson III, commented that the 
safeguards given to all American citizens do not translate 
neatly when dealing with armed conflict. 
This case began by questioning whether Hamdi was 
properly declared an enemy combatant. A federal district 
court in Norfolk, Va. determined in August that he was 
not, but the Appeals Court reversed that decision. In its 
decision, the court noted that "courts are ill-positioned to 
police the military's distinction between those in the arena 
of combat and who should be detained and who should 
not." 
Freedom of Speech Does not Include 
Freedom to Solicit Murder 
Matt Hale, 31, was indicted on charges of plotting to 
kill U.S. District Judge Joan Humphrey Lefkow. Hale is 
the leader of the World Church of the Creator, a white 
supremacist group linked to a deadly shooting rampage 
against minorities in 1999. Lefkow was presiding over a 
trademark case involving Hale's refusal to change the name 
of his group. Hale asserts that Lefkow is biased against 
him because she is married to a Jewish man and has bira-
cial grandchildren. 
"No tyrant's paws will ensnare our Holy Scriptures," 
said Hale. "I am planning many surprises for our enemies 
both inside the courtroom and out." 
U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald did not provide de­
tails on the case, but offered, "Freedom of speech does not 
include the freedom to solicit murder." 
If convicted, Hale will face up to 30 years in prison. 
Hale passed the bar but was denied a license based on his 
character and fitness as a prospective attorney. He has 
already unsuccessfully appealed that decision all the way 
to the United States Supreme Court. 
Lawsuits Alleging Sexual Abuse at 
Boychior School Thrown Out. 
Two lawsuits against the American Boychoir School 
of Princeton, NJ, have been dismissed on grounds that New 
Jersey's Charitable Immunity Act prevents sexual abuse 
victims from suing the boarding school. Dozens of former 
students claim they were molested and raped by faculty, 
including the choir director and headmaster. 
The victims have been encouraged to sue the indi­
viduals who abused them or others who silently observed 
the abuse and failed to report or stop it. The judge ruled 
that because the school is a nonprofit organization, it could 
not be sued "no matter how flagrant that conduct may be," 
even if children were raped. "Contentions that employees 
and agents of the American Boychoir School acted will­
fully, wantonly, recklessly, indifferently — even criminally 
— do not eviscerate the school's legal protection," the judge 
ruled. 
A bill to end charities' immunity from prosecution 
for sexual abuse by employees has remained in the New 
Jersey Senate judiciary committee since April. A spokes­
person for the sponsor of the bill stated that the Catholic 
Conference has lobbied heavily against efforts to weaken 
the law. 
New York Wendy's Killer Faces Execution 
John Taylor, 38, has been sentenced to death by le­
thal injection for the brutal murders of five Wendy's em­
ployees. On May 24, 2000, Taylor and an accomplice en­
tered Wendy's shortly before closing, demanded the day's 
earnings and then forced seven employees into a freezer 
where they were gagged, bound with duct tape, and shot. 
Two of the seven survived with severe brain damage. 
Before receiving his sentence, Taylor addressed the 
victim's families, "If taking my life will make each and 
every one of you feel better, take my life today." 
Taylor's accomplice, Craig Godineaux, 32, could not 
be given the death penalty because his IQ is so low that he 
is categorized as mentally retarded. He pled guilty and 
received five life sentences. 
Taylor is the sixth inmate on New York's death row. 
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Trangsrud refuted this claim as he 
assured that the closure of TEL was based 
purely on Professor Reitze's decision. "This 
was not a decision that we wanted to make. 
It had nothing to do with budget issues — it 
had to do with the fact that the faculty mem­
ber who rather heroically shouldered the 
burden was not in a position to continue to 
do so." 
Several students who participated in 
the journal competition last year ranked 
TEL as their first choice, unaware of the 
journal's struggles. "I was not aware at the 
time of the journal competition last year that 
TEL was having difficulties in staying 
afloat," said 2L Michael Lawrence. "From 
that standpoint, it is disappointing because 
I could have arranged my preferences for 
journal membership differently." 
Blundell was not surprised by the clo­
sure but by the manner in which it hap­
pened. "I was shocked that they closed it 
down without inviting me to the meeting. 
There were possible solutions, such as step­
ping down from three issues annually to 
two," he said. "Many law schools have 
publications that do not produce as many 
issues as we did." 
Trangsrud stated that Blundell was 
aware of the journal's faltering status. "Pro­
fessor Reitze has been in weekly if not daily 
contact with editors for years, and his con­
cerns about the kinds of articles we've pub­
lished and the burden involved is something 
that I'm sure he addressed with them many 
times." 
Still, some students suggest the ad­
ministration knew of TEL's troubles long 
before students were notified. "The admin­
istration had to have known about this, and 
yet they still let us compete last year as if 
everything was fine," said 2L Samuel Baker. 
"If a ship is sinking, you don't keep selling 
tickets - it's basic human decency." 2L 
Lindsay Mason added, "I'm upset about it. 
I think that the administration should have 
been honest about what was going on. If 
the journal was so close to being shut down, 
they should not have allowed forty students 
at the school to accept positions that were 
doomed to be short- term." 
Trangsrud said, however, that the 
journal's closure was not entirely foreseen. 
"We were aware of Professor Reitze's con­
cerns, but we didn't know a year ago that 
he no longer wished to shoulder these re­
sponsibilities," he stated. "As long as he 
was willing to take on the extraordinary 
task, we were willing to support him and 
the students involved. When he decided he 
was no longer willing to do that, there was 
no suitable alternative, and that's why we 
came to the decision that we did." 
Members were divided about whether 
they would have made the same decision to 
join TEL had they known about its pend­
ing closure. 2L Mason said, "If it were be­
tween choosing this journal for a year and 
no other, I would have made the same de­
cision." 2L Baker was a bit less understand­
ing, responding with a resounding, 
"NEVER!" 
The closure of TEL has a big impact 
on its sixty members. 2Ls have lost poten­
tial credits and potential editorial positions. 
All members have lost a journal and the 
pride they would have had in its future pres­
tige. Trangsrud admitted, "Students will 
still have an opportunity to publish their 
notes, but obviously it won't be possible for 
them to serve as editors." 2L Lawrence com­
mented, "I made a two-year commitment, 
which affected how I arranged my selec­
tion of classes this year based on the cred­
its I would receive from my participation 
on the journal as a staff member and possi­
bly an editor." 2L Baker added irately, "I 
definitely was going to compete to be an 
editor, it's an experience that employers 
look for. Now that opportunity has been 
snatched away from myself and everyone 
else. In addition, we have two more credits 
to make up for as 3Ls." 
2L Levin was upset about being mis­
informed. "I spoke with Dean Devigne, and 
she assured me that people would become 
editors and that the last issue would be pro­
duced by the new editorial board. Now, a 
statement has been released that no one will 
have the opportunity to be an editor." 
Blundell is empathetic to the mem­
bers' plight. "This is upsetting for the 2Ls 
because sixteen people would have made 
editorial board next year and lost that 
chance. The school could have announced 
that they would close it down in a year and 
not take on any new members this spring, 
so that current members would be able to 
serve on the editorial board." 
With so many members claiming the 
dream to achieve editorial status, Trangsrud 
made a surprising observation. "Frankly, in 
the past, TEL has had difficulties finding 
2Ls that wanted to be candidates for edito­
rial positions," he said. "Last year they had 
barely enough candidates for the number 
of open positions. There wasn't that real 
competition that we see on other journals." 
Members were notably disturbed 
when told that their only chance at being 
part of another journal will require them to 
plead with Dean Devigne to allow them to 
compete in this spring's journal competi­
tion. "I think it's a ridiculous requirement 
to make us compete again. Everyone 
worked really hard for four days last year 
during the first part of our spring break. 
We were rewarded with a position on what 
we thought was a well-established, stable 
journal." Mason said. "To ask us to com­
pete again through no fault of our own and 
because of poor sight on other parties' tae-
half is placing the burden where it doesn't 
belong." 
2L Baker was taken aback by the con­
cept of another competition. "No one is 
going to do the competition over. We did it 
already and now they are saying that it was 
all for nothing. We could have gone on 
spring break, or changed the way we ranked 
our journal preferences. Many people came 
to this school because of its environmental 
law program and the existence of this jour­
nal. Talk about false advertising." 
Without TEL, there are only four jour­
nals at the law school, whereas Georgetown 
by comparison has ten. Students would like 
to maintain at least five journals and are 
inquisitive about the possibility of a replace­
ment for TEL, namely the Business Law 
Journal (BLJ). Said Trangsrud, "The jour­
nal is not sponsored by the law school, and 
no credit is provided. If a proposal is made 
for a top-flight journal and there is an ap­
propriate level of faculty sponsorship and 
student interest, then the curriculum com­
mittee, the faculty, and the dean's office will 
take a look at what they are proposing." He 
added, "We don't have a fixed number of 
journals that we want. However, we want 
to be associated only with high quality jour­
nals that publish outstanding scholarship." 
Skyler Showell, an officer of the BLJ, 
noted that the BLJ was established in 1999 
and has gained student and faculty support. 
In the spring of 2002, the SBA also en­
dorsed the BLJ's efforts at creating more 
journal opportunities. The Corporate Law 
Society, which has avidly supported the BLJ 
since it was founded, issued a statement 
saying, "We are always concerned when 
there are fewer opportunities for students, 
and we hope that we can help fill the void 
left by the dissolution of The Environmen­
tal Lawyer." 
Ultimately, the majority of TEL mem­
bers feel cheated and are disappointed with 
the administration. 2A . \ X-N \\\ eoociuded,"\ 
think the whole thing is basically a reflec­
tion of a common theme around here — the 
lack of communication between the admin­
istration and the students." 
SECTIONS FROM PAGE 1 
and advisers when the time comes for job 
searches, in which a good word from a re­
spected teacher can make all the difference. 
When the plan was initially proposed, it 
received an enthusiastic endorsement from 
the Student Bar Association. This year's 
students also expressed interest in the new 
plan. "It might be interesting if we could 
meet students from other 1L sections in the 
Civil Procedure classes," said Daniel Nadel, 
a current 1L. 
The addition of facilities in the Stuart 
and Lisner Halls in 2003-2004 school year 
will permit the plan's implementation. 
Stuart and Lisner will provide nine new 
classrooms and approximately thirty new 
offices for the law school faculty, allowing 
all faculty members to move out of the Old 
Main building. The steadily increasing 
number of full-time faculty will also per­
mit all ten small sections of Civil Proce­
dure to be taught by experienced professors 
without any sacrifices in the number or di­
versity of upper level courses and seminars, 
Transgrud said. As the Law School plans 
for even greater territorial expansion in the 
future, the administration hopes to continu­
ally improve the opportunities for more 
personalized instruction at all class levels. 
The changes in the evening 1L pro­
gram will provide students with a new op­
portunity as well - to graduate in three years 
through the addition of required classes in 
the spring and summer terms. Currently, 
students starting out in the evening section 
cannot move up to full-time status until 
their third semester. Next spring, the law 
school will offer a required first-year Crimi­
nal Law class during the day, exclusively 
for part-time students who would like to 
achieve full-time status in their second se­
mester. By taking the new class and the 
Property Law class that will be offered over 
the summer for the first time, these students 
will be able to catch up with their daytime 
counterparts by the beginning of their sec­
ond year. 
"Evening students have over the years 
expressed a preference for as much flex­
ibility between night and day as we can pro­
vide," said Trangsrud, "This plan allows 
them to switch as early as possible." 
For the class of 2006, next year's 
changes will likely mean quicker adjust­
ment, greater individual attention, and an 
increased level of confidence in academic 
pursuits. But these innovations are just the 
beginning of the administration's plans to 
provide increased space, scheduling flex­
ibility, and comfort to the law school as a 
whole. Trangsrud feels these new plans will 
benefit law students. "We are happy to be 
implementing this plan ... because we feel 
it is important for the development of the 
students." 
CURVE FROM PAGE 1 
livery of the subcommittee's report is an­
ticipated for mid-February. At that point, 
the Committee may vote to make a recom­
mendation to the faculty or may direct the 
subcommittee to investigate further or sug­
gest other alternative courses of action. 
Once the full Committee decides to recom­
mend a course of action to the faculty, the 
faculty in turn may adopt all of their rec­
ommendations or ask the committee to 
present additional alternatives. 
According to Transgrud, it has been 
ten to twelve years since the last major grad­
ing policy change. Prior to that change, the 
grading scale had been numerical, on a 
scale from 45-100; after, the current letter-
based system (A, B, C; +/-) was imple­
mented. Five years ago a minor change was 
made, so that the dictated statistical grade 
mean for lLs had a smaller distribution 
area. The target mean grade for 2L and 3L 
classes is 2.8 to 3.1, while the target mean 
for lLs is from 2.95 - 3.05. The smaller 
distribution area is to diminish the possi­
bility that 1L sections will be accidentally 
"ranked" by section rather than as a class 
as a whole, which would be especially un­
fair because lLs are assigned their classes 
and do not choose them. 
If students wish to comment on the 
possible change to the grading policies, they 
should talk to the student representatives 
on the Curriculum committee, including 3L 
Racquel Russell, the Curriculum Commit­
tee student chair, and Grace Christlieb, the 
student representative on the subcommit­
tee investigating the matter. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR & CONTINUED NEWS 
The SBA and You 
BY: DE' FAMUYIWA, SBA PRESIDENT 
Greetings from S302A. I hope you 
all had a good break and I hope that the 
New Year will usher better and greater 
things for all of us. The SBA is, as always, 
doing what it can to make your sojourn here 
in the law school more palatable. I want to 
use this forum to highlight some of the 
things we are doing for you. After all, we 
get our mandate from you and a little ac­
countability is in order. 
It is very important that the SBA ac­
complish its essential function to the stu­
dent body: SERVICE. The grand goal is 
to make the law school student's time here 
a little more enjoyable. I assure you, the 
SBA has not lost sight of this objective. 
Last semester, the SBA worked with 
the faculty and the administration to change 
the grading median curve from 3.0 to 3.3. 
The process is on-going and I suspect the 
change will be in place by next year. This 
is a useful because it puts us on par with 
other nationally rated schools and could 
positively affect employment opportunities. 
The SBA worked with the adminis­
tration in getting upper level grades released 
on time. We focused on first year grades 
last spring. We contemplate that by Janu­
ary 25th, when the first year students get 
their first semester grades, most of the up­
per level students will have their grades too 
(following the current rule that the faculty 
and the administration has imposed on it­
self). 
The SBA Vice presidents have also 
been essential in providing service to the 
school. There was the town hall meeting 
with Dean Young. It is an event we have 
not had in about three years. 
The SBA worked closely with the 
administration in order to facilitate exam 
taking with lap tops. We are pleased with 
the success it generated last semester. 
We have had some success in 
strengthening our financial assets by work­
ing closely with the Student Association 
(SA). We successfully petitioned the S A to 
increase our cash allocation when Law 
School student leaders marched to the SA 
and protested our initial budget allocation. 
As a result of this, we were able to receive 
more funding for our student groups. 
As part of our efforts to increase in­
teraction amongst students, we organized 
"Barrister's Buzz at Night." We also 
brought in representatives for the LLM class 
to the SBA, representatives we have not had 
in a long time. I do hope that future SBAs 
can carry on the trend of inclusivity because 
we become a better student body for it. 
The SBA supported a major Pro Bono 
initiative sponsored by the CDO last semes­
ter. The 3L representatives were involved 
in helping out on this project. Also, the 
SBA, in conjunction with the EJF had its 
first Blanket Jacket Drive/challenge (BJD) 
where 151 year sections competed to donate 
the blankets and Jackets. Section Thirteen 
(13) won that competition. The BJD was 
very successful and Miriam's Kitchen sends 
its thanks. 
This past year, we focused heavily on 
the welfare of the first year students. It is 
hard to document all the events put together 
for the 1st years because it is rather exten­
sive. The main goal was to make life "a 
little better" for the first years. I am proud 
of our attempts to accomplish that goal. 
The first year representatives have 
been phenomenal. The first year reps' work 
on the 13/14 week initiative is indicative 
of their commitment to their duties. The 
1st year reps along with the other reps on 
the board have helped in making the SBA 
more receptive to student concerns and that 
is laudable. 
The soda machines and the condition 
of the microwaves are other issues that we 
have tackled with some success. In the end, 
we hope that the SBA is able to make your 
experience here a little more enjoyable. 
At the same time, the SBA can do 
more. Not everything we have tried to set 
off has been as successful as we would pre­
fer. Printing is a big issue for us as long as 
that is true, we have an obligation to ad­
dress it. It is a concern we will continue to 
work on. 
We work with a cooperative admin­
istration. From my personal experience, 
the administration has only helped the SBA 
in achieving most of its goals. I am glad 
that the Library administration has agreed 
to experiment extending the Stockton hall 
entrance hours from 9am to 9pm. As suc­
cessful as we have been in working with 
the administration, there is always room for 
improvement, to the extent that we effec­
tively address and tackle your concerns. 
The Cabinet members are a valuable 
asset to the SBA. Truth be told, they keep 
the SBA wheels turning. I e njoy the ben­
efit of being the spokesperson for the board 
as a whole, but without the cabinet mem­
bers, I will have nothing to speak about. 
They deserve the praise for our success. 
They are the people that have helped the 
SBA "make it happen." I doff my hat to 
them. 
Our philosophy here in the SBA is to 
make your sojourn here "a little better." At 
the end of the day, we hope that we are able 
to accomplish what you have called on us 
Grades Really Are Subjective 
BY JEFF FREDMAN 
As a service to new lLs, some of 
whom may be awaiting their gradesto vali-
da\e >wV\elV\eT tV \e"y a re VmWiant law scYioo\ 
geeks or imbecilic soon tobe law school 
dropouts, I humbly offer my story. I am go­
ing to relate why Ibelieve, with all my heart, 
that law school grades are about the 
mostsubjective enterprise known. Two sum­
mers ago, I wanted to complete theupper 
level writing requirement a couple of sum­
mers ago with an independentlegal writing 
course. Since my area of expertise in patent 
law and inparticular, biotechnology and 
patent law, I contacted a number of 
professorsin the intellectual property area. 
I requested each to supervise a paper,but 
each was too busy with other activities to 
supervise. (I might note, asa side, that it is 
very difficult to get a paper supervised by a 
facultymember. It seems to me that this 
should not be as hard as it is. I havehad 
easier times as a postdoc asking scientists 
for hard won reagents thanfinding a pro­
fessor to supervise a paper).Finally, I con­
tacted Professor Adelman by email (I should 
note nowthat I have never met him in per­
son) and he agreed to supervise my paper 
onthe obviousness of DNA primers. Our 
entire communication was by email. Isent 
in an outline and rough draft as required 
and on time. ProfessorAdelman responded 
with some corrections for the rough draft. I 
made therequested corrections, performed 
additional requested research, 
wroteadditional requested subject matter 
and submitted the final version of thepaper. 
Professor Adelman then graded the paper. 
He gave the paper a C+. Iwas rather upset 
since this was my lowest grade in law 
school, but I believein the integrity of our 
professors. I want to note that in particular, 
Ibelieve that ProfessorAdelman in this case 
felt that this paper was a C+paper. He could 
not have been influenced by personal con­
siderations as wehad not, and still have not 
ever met in person. I did not argue the 
gradewith him.Instead, I submitted the pa­
per to the Santa Clara High TechnologyLaw 
Journal contest. 1 was not surprised, but I 
was pleased, when 1 w asinformed that my 
paper had won 1st prize and $2000.00 in 
the contest. It iscurrently being published 
in the December 2002 issue of their Law 
Joumaland was selected as the best paper 
from over 30 entries (which their 
editorstated were of high quality).Basically, 
the same paper that ProfessorAdelman gave 
a C+ also gotthe equivalent of an A (as pa­
per number 1 out of 30) and 2000 dollars 
fromthe Santa Clara High Technology Law 
Journal. I have often heard professorsand 
students say that, while there may be some 
subjectivity between a B anda B+ paper, 
they can distinguish an A from a C+ paper. 
Based upon myexperience, I sincerely doubt 
that there is any objective standard 
ofquality. I should also note that this story 
is not just a whine fromsomeone who has 
never seen a high grade. My GPA would 
currently place inthe top 15% for my 
year.So the next time you hear any law stu­
dent complain about their lowgrade, you 
can commiserate with them and confidently 
point out the lawschool grades are entirely 
subjective. Not only does the grade have 
nocorrelation with your friend's inherent 
worth as a human being, or theirinnate 
pleasant and gentle nature, but it likely has 
very little correlationwith their actual 
knowledge and intelligence as well. The 
next time youhear any law student crow 
about their superior GPA and wonderful 
grades, youcan congratulate them as you 
laugh (to yourself, of course) at their 
hubrisand know that the grades really mean 
next to nothing.Good luck,Jeff Fredman 
Accountability is a Good Thing 
BY ERIC R. DALEO, EXECUTIVE V ICE PRESIDENT 
OF THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Students have a right to demand ac­
countability of their elected officials. To 
that extent, it was most refreshing to see 
Nota Bene publish a Student Bar Associa­
tion roll call vote on page 5 of its Novem­
ber 26, 2002 edition. 
One of the reasons I ran for Execu­
tive Vice President of the Student Associa­
tion last spring was to bring accountability 
back to the body and its membership. I was 
grateful that the Student Bar Association 
endorsed my candidacy for, I believe, my 
commitment to transparency in govern­
ment. 
Unfortunately, despite my best efforts, 
campus publications won't follow Nota 
Bene's lead and print roll call votes for 
important votes in the Student Association 
Senate. That's why we've created 
senate.gwu.edu - a resource for students 
(the first website of its kind) to interact with 
their representatives, to view legislation 
currently being considered by the body, and-
most importantly- to see how their Sena­
tors have voted on issues important to them. 
Given the scandal of last year involv­
ing alleged alcohol purchases by then-Sena-
tor J.P. Blackford, I've made a commitment 
not to approve Senate expenditures which 
involve the purchase of liquor or where no 
itemized receipt is submitted. Further, I 
will be the first Executive Vice President to 
publicly post all the expenditures of the 
Senate for the public to see (they will readily 
be available on senate.gwu.edu). 
We're committed to further improv­
ing the transparency of student government 
here at GW. I hope you'll stop by one of 
our meetings, talk to your representatives, 
or - at the very least - visit our website 
(senate.gwu.edu). After all, we're your rep­
resentatives and we're here to serve you. 
ISRAEL FROM PAGE 3 
resolution and the way it was presented to 
the Senate. "I question, and encourage other 
students to question, the tactics used by the 
group backing this bill. Given the highly 
emotional and contentious nature of the 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, there is no ex­
cuse for waiving the usual rules in Senate 
and rushing a bill through without full dis­
cussion. One night of discussion is clearly 
not enough time to negotiate a bill, when 
no clear-cut solution has come out of a con­
flict more than fifty years outstanding. Who 
are the backers of this bill? Why do they 
want to shield their bill from the usual rules 
- rules designed to protect the dialogue that 
makes our SA representative and demo­
cratic?" 
One age-old question remains: Is Is­
rael merely a nation-state whose inhabit­
ants share a religion, or do they share a 
deeper connection as well? Sachs advocates 
the latter sentiment. "The issue of GW sup­
porting one religion over another is irrel­
evant - Israel is a state for the Jewish 
people, not a state for the Jewish religion. 
This distinction can be pointed out be the 
Israeli declaration of independence - which 
was designed to appease both religiously 
observant Jews and agnostic or atheist Jews 
who didn't believe in god after the atroci­
ties of WWII. In fact, it can be claimed that 
Judaism is not a religion at all, but rather a 
people and a culture." 
The ghosts of an international con­
flict more then fifty years old still haunt 
even GW today as students grapple with 
the issues. Wiesenthal's adage to "not for­
get the past lest we be condemned to repeat 
it" still fuels the fire for continued activ­
ism. However, this divisive topic, which has 
been a historic source of suffering and ter­
ror, was handled calmly at GW. Concluded 
Dietz: "I am happy that, unlike certain other 
universities, [at GW,] even if some contro­
versy does arise, as seems to be the case 
here, it can be settled through dialogue 
rather than violence and intimidation." 
Editor's Note: The Editor-in-Chief of 
this publication, Mark Hershfield, is a Stu­
dent Association Senator. Mr. Hershfield 
took no part in the writing or editing of 
this piece. 
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OPINIONS 
Arguments For and Against Cloning 
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES 
Staff Writer 
The reproductive cloning (RC) debate 
has reached the mainstream media and soon 
it will hit the courts. 
According to a recent ABC News ar­
ticle: "the unknown parents of the purport­
edly cloned baby known as Eve and the 
principals involved in the birth have been 
summoned to appear before a Florida court 
to determine if the baby should be placed 
under court protection. 'The clerk of the 
court of Broward County, Juvenile Division, 
has set a hearing for an arraignment sched­
uled on January 22nd,' Miami attorney 
Bernard Siegal said. 'The legal custodian, 
the parents, are required to be there, as well 
as the respondents, Clonaid and Rael,' said 
Siegal." 
The price of our ignorance is likely 
to be so great, and have such tremendous 
repercussions to future generations, that it 
is indispensable to become educated and to 
voice our opinions on this most important 
subject. 
My opinion is guided by my religion, 
and being a Catholic, I strongly oppose any 
procedure which attempts to manipulate 
and fundamentally change a human being's 
individual qualities which I view as a sa­
cred gift from God. 
However, because we live in a secu­
lar state and genetic developments operate 
in a mostly atheistic environment, we must 
address the issue of cloning in a secular 
rational manner. There is much that is 
wrong with cloning, and some would also 
say that there is much that is possibly good 
in cloning. To guide my exposition of the 
pro's and con's of the cloning debate, and 
to maintain as much objectivity as possible, 
I will base my arguments on studies pub­
lished by the President's council on bioet-
hics. 
Let me begin with a note on the 
President's Council on Bioethics 
(www.biorthics.gov). The Council states 
as its purpose to give advice to the Presi­
dent on issues related to advances in bio­
medical science and technology. It is made 
up of doctors, scientists, lawyers, bioethi-
cists, and philosophers. In total there are 
seventeen members, all appointed by the 
President. 
Arguments in Favor of Reproduc­
tive Cloning (RC) 
1. Often, in the course of history, the 
unknown has been called evil, hubristic, or 
impossible, only to later become normal, 
desirable, and celebrated. Just because 
something is new does not mean it ought 
to be feared and rejected. 
2. The three human goods related to 
RC are: a) Human freedom over one's own 
destiny; b) The desire to improve humani­
ties' quality of life; c) The love of one's 
own genetically related offspring. 
3. Some of the liberal benefits of RC 
might be: a) RC allows infertile couples 
to have children who are biologically re­
lated to one of the parents; b) RC also al­
lows nontraditional couples and individu­
als (same-sex couples, single mothers, and 
single fathers) to have children who are 
biologically related to themselves; c) RC 
allows people to have children without the 
risk of known genetic diseases; d) RC al­
lows people to attempt to "replace" chil­
dren who have died prematurely; e) RC 
allows parents to produce children who 
would be ideal transplant donors for a des­
perately ill existing child; f) RC Expands 
reproductive freedom and reproductive 
choice. 
4. Some of the eugenic arguments for 
reproductive cloning might be: a) RC al­
lows families or society to reproduce indi­
viduals of great genius, talent, or beauty, 
presumed to be based on their desirable or 
superior genetic make-ups; b) RC allows 
society to prepare for the unpredictable na­
ture of the future: for example, extreme cir­
cumstances may require the re-creation of 
certain desirable genomes; c) Human clon­
ing is the next step in human evolution; 
the gateway to the genetic self-improvement 
of mankind; and the desirable continuation 
of modern civilization's mastery of nature 
for the relief of man's estate. 
5. Human cloning could be developed 
safely, much like IVF was (In Vitro Fertili­
zation). It would in turn shed its stigma 
and become an accepted and healthy man­
ner of reproduction. 
6. Finally, philosophically a cloned 
child would posses the same degree of hu­
manity as any other human and would en­
joy the same human dignity. 
Arguments Against Reproductive 
Cloning 
Opponents of human cloning first 
point to the innate revulsion that most 
people feel towards cloning and they ask 
why people feel this way. The answers are 
manifold and complicated. It is quite diffi­
cult trying to define what is moral or what 
is good than cutting wide swaths in the 
name of individual rights, the satisfaction 
of personal desires, and the exercise of hu­
man will. To aid us in understanding these 
issues in a rational manner, different ques­
tions can be asked and concerns probed to 
find the sources of this disgust. 
1. The first broad concern is the 
safety and health of the children and moth­
ers. Currently, all but the Raelians (and 
my roommate), believe that the risks of 
cloning—as shown by the rate of deformi­
ties in cloned animals—is simply too large 
to be considered practicable. Substantial 
risks exist for the surrogate mother, and the 
egg donor, but most risks accrue to the child, 
who unlike the other two, has no ability to 
consent. Only five percent of all cloned 
mammals result in live births, and of those, 
many suffer from premature aging, immune 
system failures, and sudden unexplained 
deaths. Also, the longer term consequences 
are not yet known since no cloned animal 
has been alive for more than five years. 
There are also concerns that the cells ex­
tracted from the mature individual may 
contain DNA which through the life of the 
individual has accumulated mutations, and 
thus would have the likelihood of produc­
ing abnormalities. Of course, these argu­
ments are temporary and only help to con­
vince us that cloning is unsafe at this time. 
There are better, more principle-driven rea­
sons to ban cloning. 
2. The second argument deals with 
the apparent conundrum of obtaining the 
consent of a prospective cloned child. 
Given the risks, and the fact that consent 
obviously cannot be obtained, the ethical 
choice may be to avoid the experiment. 
Consent may also be an issue where DNA 
from a deceased person or one who is un­
aware that he is being cloned is used. 
3. Another issue of grave concern is 
eugenics. Eugenics is defined as an attempt 
to alter (with the aim of improving) the 
genetic constitution of future generations. 
Although Eugenics has a shrill tone asso­
ciated with it today, people in the very near 
past such Margaret Sanger, the founder of 
Planned Parenthood, and the venerable Jus­
tice Oliver Wendell Holmes (See Buck v. 
Bell) have been strong advocates of eugen­
ics. Eugenics may be utilized in a prophy­
lactic manner, in order to prevent genetic 
defects, or it may be used in a proactive 
manner in order to perpetuate desirable 
traits. The danger with eugenics is that it 
blurs the current purpose of medicine, 
which is to restore a person to health. When 
the baseline for health becomes subject to 
the desire of people, or a group of people, 
who decides what is healthy? Medicine 
would begin to follow human desires, to be 
used for selfish and harmful purposes. 
Without having the ability to define what 
harm is, health would be whatever the hu­
man desire dictated and harm whatever 
went against it. Eugenics may also propa­
gate the belief in genetic determinism 
through which free will, and self improve­
ment, might be sacrificed for the belief that 
all is determined by our genetic makeup. 
Eugenics could also lead to grave inequali­
ties and growing gaps between those who 
can afford to genetically "improve" their 
children and those who can't. 
4. Respect for nature is also a good 
argument against RC. The guiding prin­
ciple of environmentalism, the precaution­
ary principle, tells us to beware of the un­
intended consequences of human action in 
a complex environment. What could be 
more complex and unknown than the ge­
netic makeup and the effects of genetic 
manipulation of a human? 
5. RC also poses a great danger in 
that it leads us from reproduction in the 
form of human procreation to human manu­
facture. In normal procreation, the uncer­
tain physiognomy and psychology of the 
child leads to a natural expression of the 
individuality of the child. Also, the com­
mon stock in a child that proceeds geneti­
cally from both parents may have a great 
impact on the psychological stability of the 
family. Begetting a child is materially dif­
ferent from creating one, and the expecta­
tions attached to each could have a severe 
impact on our conceptions of human free­
dom and individuality. Furthermore, manu­
factured objects undoubtedly become com­
modities in the market, leading to the con­
ception of humanity as a product. I foresee 
a market for raw DNA material for persons 
of high IQ's, physical strength, and sexual 
appeal. 
6. The effect of RC upon human in­
dividuality and identity would also be trou­
bling. With natural human procreation, 
each human being gains individuality by 
the uniqueness of having a perfectly unique 
genetic makeup, and he or she also gains 
the attachment to the family she shares most 
of her makeup with. Seen as such, human 
reproduction serves both an individualistic 
and crucial societal role. 
7. RC would create very unnatural 
and possibly unhealthy social bonds be­
tween family members. A cloned child 
would carry with him the relations his ge­
netic donor had with others but would not 
have any memory of it himself. The effect 
of social habit upon our lives" is so great 
that imbalances such as the one examined 
above could drastic effects upon the very 
fabric of society. 
Somethin' 
Botherin' Ya? 
Don't like something you read? 
Upset with the administration? 
Think your fellow students need a reality check? 
We want to hear about it! 
WRITE TO NOTA BENE! 
Drop your Letter to the Editor off in the Nota Bene box in the 
Records Office or e-mail it t o NotaBene@gwu.edu by October 
3, 2002, at 5 PM. All submissions need to be in either MS 
Word or Wordperfect format. Anonymous submissions will 
not be accepted. 
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A Necessary Change 
BY DEREK M ELLO 
Staff Writer 
I know no one wants any more mul­
tiple-choice tests, but this one does not count 
toward your grades, so humor me. The hir­
ing partner at the large law firm of Old, 
Spoiled, and Ivy is going into the hospital 
for surgery. He has a choice between three 
doctors. In order to remain consistent with 
his hiring practice will he choose: A) Dr. 
X, who is unquestionably the best at this 
type of surgery, but who only had average 
grades in medical school, B) Dr. Y, who 
developed a revolutionary new way of do­
ing this type of surgery so that is it more 
effective, but who had below average grades 
during medical school or C) Dr. Z, who has 
been sanctioned several times for errors dur­
ing this type of surgery, but who finished at 
the top of his class in medical school. 
Of course, the hiring partner will 
choose C. We all know that anyone who 
does not finish in the top ten percent of their 
class is not deserving of an interview, never 
mind a job, and isn't it horrible that they 
take oxygen from those who could better 
use it. Well at least that is the view of a 
decent percent of lawyers. 
The legal profession functions more 
like a medieval guild than a modem indus­
try. Entry is guarded by a series of artifi­
cial hurdles and obstacles that have noth­
ing to do with being a good lawyer. Grades, 
especially first year grades, are one of the 
biggest of these. How one does during the 
first year in law school has a large impact 
upon the future opportunities available to 
them. This is because your second year job 
largely depends on the first year grades, and 
the opportunities available to you after law 
school largely depend on your second year 
job. (I apologize to the lLs; you have more 
to worry about.) 
This leads me to three questions. 
First, why is it this way? Second, should it 
be this way? Third, if this is not how is has 
to be, what can we do about it? 
There is no absolute answer to why 
the legal profession functions the way it 
does. There are some legitimate reasons for 
wanting to draw an absolute line based on 
class rank or where someone went to law 
school. All employers have a limited 
amount of time, money, and people to de­
vote to interviewing students. Drawing a 
bright line, no matter how arbitrary, is an 
easy way to conserve these things. There 
are also many questionable reasons. Some 
lawyers believe they were divinely created, 
and that only those who went to school on 
the banks of the Charles River or who fin­
ished first in their class are of such divine 
creation. I disagree. I believe the legal in­
dustry needs many reforms, among the most 
important is how those who do not finish 
in the top ten percent of their class or who 
did not go to certain schools are viewed 
when it comes time for entry into the job 
market. 
To answer the second question, I be­
lieve it should not be this way. Drawing a 
fixed line and refusing to interview students 
because their law school is not ranked high 
enough or because they were not in the top 
ten percent of their class is not the best, 
and indeed I believe is one of the worst ways 
of deciding which law students would make 
the best lawyers. This is especially the case 
when a firm is looking for summer associ­
ates. Because much of the interviewing and 
hiring for the summer of your second year 
takes place in the early fall of that year, who 
gets interviews for those jobs is often based 
solely on first year grades. Is the student 
who got a B+ in torts imminently more 
qualified for every job than a student who 
got a B-? Isn't it possible that the person 
who got average first year grades is really 
going to be a better lawyer than someone 
who, in the reality of our grading system, 
did just a little better them him? Are grades 
on multiple-choice exams, even if such ex­
ams are appropriate in law school, really a 
good measure of who will be a good law­
yer? 
Don't get me wrong; I am not saying 
grades should not matter or that we should 
become Communists and everyone should 
have equal grades, equal jobs, pay, etc. I 
am simply saying the process of finding a 
legal job should be more of a real merit 
based system and less like an old boy's club 
where most are not afforded the opportu­
nity to compete. Employers should ac­
knowledge that first year grades alone are 
not at all a good way to decide who should 
get summer job opportunities, and that there 
is very little difference between a third year 
student with an A- average, another with a 
B+ average, and one with a B average. 
It amazes me how many law students 
and lawyers are so eager to change every 
aspect of the world except for the way the 
legal profession works. When you are in 
the position to do the hiring think back to 
law school, and even if it means picking 
names out of a hat, find a better way to judge 
who should get an opportunity for a sum­
mer associate position. Put the resumes 
from the school along the Charles River into 
the circular file. Give an interview and try 
to hire someone from a law school not 
ranked in the top fifty, or someone who was 
not at the top of their class. Put simply, 
remember how things were for you and cre­
ate a hiring policy that reflects this. 
Want to See 
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Where Have All the 
Deans Gone? 
Let's face it: Over the past two years 
the appearance of the law school has vastly 
improved. Cushy lounges, brand-new doors, 
more space to study, fancy classrooms: The 
face of the law school has improved. There 
lies, however, beneath this facade, a prob­
lem growing within the law school. Along 
with the improvement in facilities have 
come other changes. The opening of the "E" 
Building, while a tremendous asset for the 
law school, has also become a growing li­
ability. 
A disconnect has been growing be­
tween the students and administrators. Just 
a year ago, it was likely that, while walk­
ing through the law school, the average 
at smaller law schools. In previous years 
the crowded nature of the law school helped 
contain this negative. With the law school 
expansion, and further expansion coming 
in the next few years, this negative will most 
likely move closer and closer to the fore 
front. 
This problem, like most diseases, is 
not without a cure. Events like Breakfast 
with Dean Young, and Ice Cream Socials 
with Dean Johnson for some marked a pre 
cious opportunity to talk with individuals 
who make the day-to-day decisions, which 
impact our experiences at the law school 
These events, however, like the Dean's of­
fices on the first floor of the law 
INSIDE 
HERSHFIELD'S 
HEAD 
BY MARK HERSHFIELD 
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have built for themselves. 
Many people might not see this as a 
problem. After all, the ordinary student at 
most law schools doesn't interact that of­
ten with the Dean of Student Affairs or the 
Dean of Academic Affairs. Student leaders, 
it seems, are the ones who spend the most 
time having conversations with these indi­
viduals. Deans and other administrators, 
however, can be a tremendous asset to stu­
dents. They represent an oasis of knowl­
edge, not only for day-to-day experiences 
but for a career in the field of law. Many of 
these individuals have the answers to some 
our most important questions in their heads 
or at their fingertips. With the facility 
changes, however, few students are able to 
have these once-regular interactions. 
Our law school is a large one. It is 
one of the largest in the country, which is 
both a good thing and a bad thing. On the 
bright side, our size allows us to choose 
many classes in many different areas of the 
law, and it allows us a chance to interact 
with a diversity of law students on a daily 
basis. On the negative side, however, our 
size makes it more difficult for us to build 
relationships with faculty members and 
administrators, something more common 
like a flower.' 
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school 
need to 
make more 
of an effort to 
» • spend time around 
the law school interacting with 
students. Without such interaction, there is 
the danger that the plans and outlook of 
these individuals may soon (if not already) 
fall out of line with the plans and outlooks 
of law students. After all, these interactions 
don't only benefit law students. 
Over the past year, many Deans at this 
law school have been MIA as far as law 
students are concerned. For example, out-
Side of the Dean of the Law School's State 
of the Law School Address, how many stu­
dents have seen or talked to Dean Michael 
Young? While other Deans have been spot­
ted from time to time walking through the 
law school, their presence simply does not 
come close to that of preceding semesters. 
It's not too late to change this trend. 
Our law school is not so large that admin­
istrators should be viewed as celebrities who 
should rarely come in contact with students. 
After all, part of the job of being an admin­
istrator is interacting with students. In or­
der to foster a sense of community at this 
law school, these interactions must increase. 
When administrators and students get a 
chance to sit down and talk with each other, 
everybody is a winner. 
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Getting to Know Your Profs: Professor Jack Friedenthal 
BY JEREMY MEDEVOY 
Staff Writer 
This semester I will interview a different GW law 
professor for each edition of the Nota Bene. This will help 
me meet our professors and will hopefully help you, the 
readers, too. And, if anything else, it means that you won't 
have to read my bantering and raving about the law school. 
Medovoy: Professor Friedenthal, you began teach­
ing in 1958. What are the biggest differences between stu­
dents back then and today's law students? 
Friedenthal: Person for person, the law students to­
day are much more able. 
Medovoy: Why do you think that is? 
Friedenthal: Back then, fewer people went to law 
school. For example, here at GW, we'll have over 11,000 
applicants this year. Gee whiz, when I started teaching 
about 1/3 of the class would drop out or fail. And that's no 
longer the case. It's not too hard for people, or it's not 
beyond them. The failure rate at the major schools is non­
existent. I think the quality of people who are applying 
and going to law school has improved. 
Medovoy: How has teaching changed over the years? 
Friedenthal: If you're talking just about the schools 
that I've taught at, the answer is no. There have been very 
high quality people. In the last decade there has been an 
increase in people that want to teach, and this has led to 
the ability to get good people. There are more people who 
find teaching as an interesting and worthwhile law career. 
Medovoy: When you became the Dean of the Law 
School here in 1988, what were some of the most impor­
tant changes you brought to the school? 
Friedenthal: First of all, when you say "changes that 
I brought," you must understand that everything we do is 
teamwork. I've been blessed because my predecessor, Pro­
fessor Barron, is not only a wonderful person but he was a 
fine Dean. He set a tone. And then you have my successor 
BY SOPHIE M AHI.O 
Staff Writer 
With this new series called "Meet the Students", I 
would like to introduce some students to you that I picked 
out of the great selection of people that I had the chance to 
meet at this school. 
Weiheng Jia 
I was sitting in one of the little cubicles in the depths 
of our library bunker waiting for the rest of my study group 
to show up. The first one to release me from my loneliness 
was my Chinese LLM colleague Weiheng. Watching him 
unpack his stuff, I wondered what brought him to GW. I 
asked him some questions and when he started answering, 
it took me less than a minute to understand that the life of 
this young man was one I had to share with you. 
I could spend the whole article telling you about 
Weiheng's childhood and how that shaped him into what 
he is today. 
But instead, let me emphasize just one aspect of 
Weiheng's childhood, which is his way to independence. 
Due to his work as journalist, Weiheng's father was rarely 
at home. His mother is a doctor. Every few months she 
would leave her village for the period of a month to travel 
by foot to twelve remote villages to provide medical aid to 
the people living there. When Weiheng was very young, 
she would take him with her on these trips. But when he 
attended primary school, he would stay at home. It is at 
the age of five that Weiheng had to get used to being by 
himself. His parents taught him how to use a key to lock 
the door and how to read a clock. From that time on, 
Weiheng became very independent. He did everything by 
himself. Looking back, his parents apologize for that time, 
but Weiheng considers himself lucky for having had that 
experience. 
In the mid 1980s, when Weiheng was fifteen, his 
family settled down in Xian, a mid-sized, historic city in 
the middle of China. One day, Weiheng ran into a neigh­
bor on the street. He was on his way to see a group of 
Japanese motorcyclists. Knowing of Weiheng's passion for 
motorcycles, the neighbor invited Weiheng to join him. 
There he met the captain of the team who was a Professor 
at the University of Kobe. They started a conversation with 
the help of a paper and a pencil. Weiheng did not speak a 
word of Japanese at this time, but as the written characters 
Dean Young who is a terrific guy. I think the school is 
lucky to have both of those people. 
But, I suppose there were three important changes 
that came about during my tenure as Dean. The first was 
financial. The school's financial base changed dramati­
cally because instead of being on a budget, where in effect 
you go hat-in-hand to the University, we argued for and 
fought for and obtained a formula approach. Under this, 
we provide the University a flat percentage of everything 
we generate ... the rest is ours. And we also negotiated a 
deal where the percentage that the University gets is re­
duced every year, from the time that we started through 
2003. 
The second change was the hiring of more than forty 
new faculty members. I counted up, and of the people who 
were here when I arrived as Dean, twenty-two remained 
on the faculty when I ended. And that changed the place. 
A lot of the older and more traditional types of professors 
left, and we hired two kinds of people. First, we got some 
great superstars that we took away from other schools. 
Then, with the arrival of these superstars, along with our 
location, we were able to compete for a number of younger 
faculty - Supreme Court clerks and people with outstand­
ing credentials. And we paid a lot of a ttention, not only to 
research and writing capacity, but to teaching. And I don't 
want to knock the people before them, but that's the thing, 
when I go, my replacement has got to be better than I am. 
And finally, I did a few things that enhanced the 
research and publication part of the faculty. Part of that 
was simply to change the personnel; the people we brought 
in were already very top producers. But also, I changed the 
climate a little bit to make it more important, so that we 
began to produce much more stuff. There were a number 
of different things we did, including bonus salaries and 
titled positions for those who produced. 
Medovoy: In your role as Special Master for dis­
putes between the NFL and the Players' Association, what 
Meet the Students 
were similar to each other, he was able to read, under­
stand, and reply to what the professor would write. Weiheng 
left a good impression on him and some months later, the 
professor proposed to assist Weiheng in going to Japan to 
study there. Not a lot of Chinese people could afford to go 
abroad: Weiheng's parents, for instance, had a yearly in­
come of $120. Leaving the country without any financial 
help was unthinkable. The family gathered enough money 
to buy him a one-way ticket to Osaka. At nineteen, with 
$500 (which he had to borrow) in his pocket, Weiheng left 
home to start a new life in Japan. 
Once in Japan, Weiheng was under terrible finan­
cial stress. He had borrowed $3,000 to pay the tuition fees 
to attend a language school. The actual studies he intended 
to pursue would cost him another $20,000. On his very 
first day in Japan, Weiheng looked for a job. He found a 
steel mill that would employ him for $9/hour and did not 
require any language skills. The next day, Weiheng started 
working there. Still, his stress would not decrease. He found 
another job delivering newspapers at night. Thenceforward, 
Weiheng would wake up every morning (once a month he 
had a day off) at 1:30 a.m. He would grab some 250 papers 
and load them onto an unstable bike, and distribute them. 
"The Japanese service is one of the best. But once you are 
part of the service system, it's just hell," Weiheng says, 
recalling the rainy days. At 6.30 a.m., he would return 
home to rest, have breakfast, and go to school. At 4 p.m., 
he would start working at the steel mill, a job that lasted 
until 9 p.m. Once at home, he would fall into his bed until 
it was time to rise again. 
"I could not afford to eat anything else than Ramen 
, noodle soups. I would study the newspaper to find out where 
they were on discount and get them there. For the first six 
months I would not eat anything else. I dreamt of a Coke 
and some tomatoes, my favorite vegetable, but there was 
just no way of getting one. I envied my classmates so much," 
he said. Weiheng found a thirteen-square-meter place for 
$250. To shower, he would go to the public bath once a 
week. 
At one point, Weiheng was involved in an accident. 
After being hit by a car, he gained consciousness in the 
hospital. Without knowing what had happened to him, but 
recognizing that he was in a hospital, he had only one 
thought in his mind and said: "I am a Chinese student and 
have no money to pay you." Once released from the hos-
were the toughest issues that you had to deal with? 
Friedenthal: I d on't deal with issues that involve a 
player and a team. I really only interpret the anti-trust settle­
ment agreement. Now that has a number of issues. I think 
the most important cases are salary cap cases. What goes 
into the salary cap and what doesn't? The Players' Asso­
ciation is always arguing that certain money that comes to 
the team should be added to the salary cap because as the 
salary cap for the team lifts, the amount of money avail­
able for salaries and bonuses increases. The NFL is always 
pushing down to keep the salary cap as low as possible. 
And what's interesting in many of these cases is that a 
particular team will be arguing on the side of the players. 
For example, they want to be able to pay a bonus or hire a 
free agent. So often, the NFL and the teams are on one 
side saying "no, no, no," and the specific team and the 
Players' Association are all on the other side. 
Medovoy: Is it true that you once had your wife as a 
student in one of your classes? 
Friedenthal: My wife and I were fellow students at 
Harvard. I was a 3L and she was a 1L. At the end of the 
year, we decided to get married, and I was offered a teach­
ing job at Stanford. We talked about it and decided that 
she would transfer to Stanford. Of course, she wouldn't 
have signed up for any of my courses. In fact, I was only 
teaching first year Civil Procedure and Legal Writing. So, 
I wasn't very worried about it. And then one day, I got a 
call from the Dean. One of my colleagues had an emer­
gency appendectomy, and he taught Federal Courts. The 
Dean offered to pay me money to pick up the course while 
he was gone. I was being paid a pittance, and I had just 
taken Federal Courts. So, I didn't think anything about it 
and didn't mention it to my wife. The next day, I walked 
in to the class at 9:00 in the morning, and of course, there 
she was, sitting in the front row. That's how it happened. 
She was a good sport about it. 
pital, he continued working, his head and arms still 
wrapped in bandages. 
Not forgetting his main reason for coming to Japan, 
Weiheng used any occasion to practice Japanese. "What I 
loved about the delivering job is that I got one newspaper 
for free". During breakfast, he would read it, look for trans­
lations, and memorize the words on his way to work and 
back. Moreover, he would use every word he learned dur­
ing the day in discussions with the steel workers even if 
that word did not really make sense in the specific situa­
tion. After a while, his speaking and comprehension skills 
became nearly perfect. 
His writing skills were not as good. Weiheng ex­
plained to me that his Chinese education never empha­
sized teaching a substantial form, but rather, an uncritical 
and complimenting writing style. Weiheng realized this 
weakness while reading the newspapers. He started writ­
ing one essay every day to practice substantiality and or­
der of thoughts and asked his teachers to correct them. 
Eventually, his writings became exemplary. Because of his 
great writing skills and persuasive arguments, his teacher 
advised him to study law instead of business as he had 
initially intended. 
The rest of Weiheng's story sounds just like a fairy 
tale. He aced the Japanese language skill test and was ad­
mitted to a public college. There, he got a full scholarship 
for the whole term of his studies covering not only the 
tuition, but also some of his living expenses. Weiheng had 
suddenly become rich. From all the money he had earned, 
he sent a part to his family and introduced some luxury 
items into his life, such as going out with friends and drink­
ing Coca-Cola and beer. He also had the chance to fly back 
to China to visit his parents. Because he liked riding 
through neighborhoods ("that was like sport!") and read­
ing newspapers, he continued working two more years for 
the delivery service. He also continued working for the 
steel factory at reduced hours for one more year. After 
graduating from law school, Weiheng passed the Chinese 
Law Bar Exam and worked for law firms in Osaka and 
Xian. Once China entered the WTO, Weiheng decided to 
study in the US. He is currently enrolled in the Interna­
tional Comparative LLM program of our school and if you 
are in security transactions, IP licensing, corporations, or 
the international business transaction seminar, who knows, 
he might be sitting right next to you. 
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The Bar Review 
Mac key's 
BY TROY D. BYERS 
Staff Writer 
If you don't already know about 
Mackey's, you should. Here is a decent pub 
that is within crawling distance of school; 
perfect for after that last Thursday class 
when you're already losing your buzz from 
your morning Bloody Mary, and are in des­
perate need of a drink. 
Mackey's appeal primarily seems to 
lie with the after-work happy hour crowd, 
as this bar gets packed during the week but 
is a bit more relaxing on the weekend. As 
is evident from a cursory view of the bar at 
last call, many happy hours last till the wee 
hours. Many a stuffy suit who begin the 
evening with a nice umbrella drink and a 
stick up his kiester end the night with a 
necktie around his forehead and slobber­
ing drunk. It's comforting when you think 
that could be the guy who sent that rejec­
tion letter from Blah, Blah, and Blah LLP. 
The layout of Mackey's no doubt adds 
to its appeal. A nice long horseshoe-ish bar, 
with private booths on one side, and a very 
open back with numerous tables that you'll 
no doubt end up rearranging a dozen times 
to conform with the size of your party. 
Somewhat akin to playing a life-size ver­
sion of Tetris, while you're drunk. 
Entertainment at Mackey's isn't lack­
ing either. The music is a standard jukebox 
with a heavy preference for Irish tunes (as 
if that's unusual for DC). Generally speak­
ing though, once you get a little played out 
on U2 and Danny Boy you can slip in a 
little funk to pick up the beat, though re­
grettably, to my recollection, their James 
Brown selection was somewhat lacking. In 
the back of the open room there are two 
huge TVs monopolized with the relevant 
sports of the season. And for the authentic 
pub feel, they do have darts as .well. 
Mackey's food tends to be a cut above 
t h e  t y p i c a l  M i d t o w n  b a r  f o o d .  W h i l e  
Mackey's may not be the first place I th ink 
of for a nice meal, I never hesitate to eat 
there rather than considering something 
elsewhere. They do cater to the lunch crowd, 
and it is a nice place for a great mid-price 
range lunch, with a succulent New York 
Strip sandwich with fries going for ten dol­
lars. 
The .wait-staff there have perhaps 
without exception always been amazingly 
prompt, courteous, and best of all, extremely 
competent. If you go thirsty at Mackey's, 
you're either absolutely invisible, cut-off, 
or extremely ugly. Needless to say, it has 
never happened to me. Though you will get 
scolded for dancing on a chair (so they say), 
anything else you might fathom doing (with 
your clothes on) is probably fair game. It's 
not unusual for your wait-person to become 
part of the party towards the end -of the 
evening after he or she clocks off. 
Mackey's is not the place you take a 
first date, and it's not the place to take your 
folks when they're in town. This is a place 
to let out all the pent-up frustration over a 
few pints of Guinness and not having to 
worry about who you're offending. To those 
of you who are not new to this column, think 
of the antithesis of Garrett's, the bane and 
mark: the shame of Georgetown. 
Mackey's is located on L Street, right 
between 18th and 19th. 
TWO (HEL)L © 
BY ERIK BAPTIST 
Staff Writer 
So it is finally here. I am officially 
halfway done with law school. Somehow I 
feel like I should be at least two-thirds fin­
ished. I was going to write this entire col­
umn about my thoughts of the first half of 
law school, but then I realized that I could 
summarize it all in a few lines, and, be­
sides, I have better things to talk about than 
school. 
Law school is not nearly as difficult 
as I thought it would be — even though my 
grades and lack of sleep would disagree. 
Law students are not as mature and boring 
as I thought we would be; we're more like 
junior high students with dorkier person­
alities and more gossip. Man, do we love to 
gossip. And professors are not as cold and 
ruthless as they are depicted in books and 
movies. Actually, the only real difference 
between college and law school is that our 
friends from college have better social lives. 
Oh well, we can't be perfect. 
Since I first starting writing this col­
umn, I have come to realize that I usually 
receive the most positive feedback when I 
write about my thoughts and experiences 
concerning dating. Why? I don't know. 
Maybe because something funny always 
happens to me on a date. Or maybe because 
I never really go on any dates. Or maybe 
because I have no clue about women and 
it's amusing to hear my take. Whatever your 
reason, I'll give you what you want. So, 
move over "Maximus," stand back, "Sex­
less" chick, and take a seat, "Kristen and 
Sarah" — the original dating columnist is 
about to take over. 1 don't know what that 
last sentence was about, so just ignore it 
and keep reading. 
Is it just me or does dating seem very 
similar to the whole job application pro­
cess? I know you're thinking to yourself, 
"What the hell is Erik talking about?" Just 
hear me out. 
When you meet someone at school, a 
bar, or other public place, you might give 
them your phone number if you're inter­
ested in them. You saw something that you 
liked and decided that you might want to 
give it a try. The same is true with applying 
for a job. You look for prospective employ­
ers and then send your resume with your 
contact information to those employers that 
you find attractive or, in my case, willing 
to give you a chance. In both situations, you 
have no idea whether you will even hear 
back from these people. But it's still worth 
the effort. Why? I don't know, especially 
with a poor dating scene and a bad job mar­
ket. 
On a side note, this analogy also ap­
plies for those of you who have a passion 
for the internet. For those of you who en­
gage in those internet dating services (I 
know who you are), you e-mail someone 
who has a profile online that you find ap­
pealing. In applying for jobs, eAttorney al­
lows you to find prospective employers and 
upload your resume and cover letters for 
them to review. Again, you have no idea if 
anyone will respond at all, but it's worth 
the try, I guess. 
Anyhow, if you're lucky enough, that 
special someone or employer might just 
contact you to express his or her potential 
interest in you. They would like to meet up 
with you, so you schedule a time in the near 
future to discuss further a potential future 
relationship. This next step in the process 
is called the first date or the screening in­
terview. These terms are interchangeable, 
so feel free to use them loosely. At least I 
do. 
This analogy also applies to blind 
dates and job interviews through connec­
tions. In both situations, you have a friend, 
family member, or acquaintance set you up 
with someone they think you would like 
either to date or to work for, and then it is 
your job to "seal the deal" with your date or 
employer. 
The purpose of a screening interview 
is to see if you are attracted to this person 
enough to take this person on another date 
- maybe something a little longer and bet­
ter than the first interview. Similarly, the 
goal of a first date is for you to impress the 
employer enough for them to want to give 
you a callback interview. During this sec­
ond step of the process, you might have to 
meet some friends or employees to see if 
you pass their approval; one person's opin­
ion can never be enough these days. 
If the second date or callback inter­
view goes well, you might want to come 
back and "meet more people" just to make 
sure that the situation is a good fit for you. 
You can hang out with other friends or con­
verse with more employees to make that 
final decision. 
You see, the two processes are very 
similar. Okay, so this analogy was neither 
funny nor interesting. Well, I needed some­
thing to write for this edition and I had 
nothing else to fill the space. Actually, I still 
have a few more observations about dating 
to make; 
1. Mark "I Swear It's the Cold 
Weather" Hershfield continues to serve as 
"GW Law's Sketchiest Student." Accord­
ing to his friends - and this is true by most 
accounts - Hershfield's last date with a 
woman was in court. I don't know what the 
judge finally decided, but I hear he can't 
go within fifty feet of Lulu's. Shame on you, 
Mark. 
2. Rumor has it that a GW law stu­
dent was on the WB's "Blind Date" last 
week. He stole my thunder; I've always 
wanted to be on that show. But I just know 
that the show will use those bubbles to make 
fun of me the whole time. I better spare the 
embarrassment. I think we all know what 
can happen when you're on that show, 
right? 
3. Is it just me or do I keep shooting 
myself in the foot when I write these dat­
ing columns? 
• 
STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION 
SENATE 
TTO GEORGE WASHINGTON UNXVERSriY 
W A S t t l N G T O N . D C  
The Student Bar Association 
is pleased to host a 
Student Association 
Senate Forum 
Thursday, January 23, 2003 
5:00pm 
L302 
Tell your elected representatives what you think! 
We want to hear your feedback on the issues important to you! 
Food and light refreshments will be served. 
Sponsored by: 
The Student Association Senate 
Eric R. Daleo, Executive Vice President 
senate.gwu.edu 
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MAXIM US 
Tips for the 1L Male 
BY STEFANO FORM ICA 
Strategic Defense Initiative 
I hate the holidays. They're just an­
other reason to go and spend money on 
other people. Money I would have much 
rather spent on myself, like say, the newest 
Norah Jones CD. Wow, what a voice. Try 
driving around the city in circles with that 
woman screaming liquid sex into your ears 
at full blast ... pure ecstasy, my friends! 
Instead, I'm running around Victoria's try­
ing to figure out which ensemble will send 
the right message...hmm... "I really want 
you to be comfortable and warm on all those 
cold winter nights, but, 1 don't want all of 
those dam fabrics getting in the way of any­
thing important." Yeah... that's the one. 
Well, it's January now, and I'm sit­
ting in the soft lounge looking at my Visa© 
Statement, and the thought of blow­
ing all those greenbacks on something so 
transparent is quite troubling. Anyway, all 
is fair in love and war, and well, the holi­
days are done, and it's time to start think­
ing about number one again, moi. Wait a 
minute, what's this I hear? I'm interrupted 
in my mid-day accounting session by three 
lovely females whispering sweet nothings 
into the air, making the intervals between 
class flow much more smoothly. She's say­
ing something, I think to me, hmm... about, 
"let's go on a date" cool. Okay, definitely, 
no wait, that wasn't it... what??? "Mental 
cut-off date?" This ungrateful, yet wonder­
fully beautiful creature, is planning to break 
up with her unknowing boyfriend after 
Valentine's Day, because, "he hasn't done 
enough to solve their problem!" 
Ridiculous! This poor guy is probably 
like me, scrounging around the house for 
loose change to pay off that credit card bill 
full of things for her! Well, mostly for her, 
anyway, it's not my fault that she doesn't 
appreciate the talent it takes to make a box­
ing game recreating the characters from 
every single Rocky© movie ever made! You 
know, it's times like these that I just don't 
understand women! We give them every­
thing, we even shave on a bi-monthly ba­
sis, and they still want to find ways to milk 
us for all we've got! 
For example, I was enjoying my card­
board pizza from the Marvin Center, no, 
not because it was edible, but because the 
hundred or so eighteen-year-old bunnies 
with velour jumpsuits on from Forever 21 © 
kept hopping around my green/newspaper 
colored table like it was Easter morning! 
All of a sudden, this girl gets mad at me 
because when I o ffered her the chair next 
to me, I forgot to clean up the glop of pro­
cessed cheese food that fell out of my mouth 
when I was enjoying the wonderful scen­
ery (the yellow GW imprint on the back of 
her pants). I mean, come on, people! Here 
I a m, chivalry protruding out of my every 
orifice, and little Miss Muffet decides to 
come around and break my 
(rhymes with Halls ©). I l oved Mad Libs 
as a child. 
So, where was I, oh yeah, mental cut 
off date! Oi! There's probably some poor 
sap strolling around the Lerner Stacks 
thinking of the perfect Valentine's Day gift 
for his sweet princess, but instead, surprise! 
His cutie pie, his sweet little Ally McBeal 
breaks out with, "Sorry, I really like the 
Tiffany's© bracelet (that you just spent five 
boxed sets of the Sopranos on), but you 
haven't done enough for us to be happy to­
gether." Aahhh shucks, and here I thought 
that Tiffany's© was short-hand for ball and 
chain, and all this guy gets is the Capital 
One© people breathing down his back (he 
hasn't gone bankrupt enough times to 
qualify for the No Hassle Triple Platinum 
card). Any way you look at it, there's no 
way to avoid this scenario. But wait just a 
second... ah ha! I, I mean, MAXIMUS, has 
an idea. It's called the "Strategic Defense 
Initiative" for men! Every male at this law 
school needs to put down their wallets, and 
pick up their beer mugs, and say, in the wise 
words of William Wallace: "We will no 
longer be forced ... to spend money, just to 
set ourselves up for getting our heads cut 
off!" I don't care if it's only a figurative 
cut-off, it still hurts! Think about it, who's 
going to pay for all their drinks at clubs, 
their hot dogs from the cart lady, their soup 
from ABP©, and more importantly, their 
underwear, if we don't? Them? I thin k not. 
This strategy requires unity, solidar­
ity, and every "Britney: Behind the Scenes" 
DVD that you can get your hands on. If 
this is not possible, go to 
www.hotornot.com, and those weekends 
will pass by quicker than you can say, 
"Ooops. I d id it again!" 
Either way, those three vixens from 
the soft lounge will be back at "Old Faith­
ful" before they miss the next episode of 
Martha Stewart: Live from Sing-Sing. Yeah, 
as soon as they realize that life without the 
"Style" Network isn't quite as comfortable, 
the prospect of having their "mental cut 
off" date would be postponed, until the next 
time he forgets what color her eyes were. 
Women! Gotta love 'em, brutal though... 
think about it, pretending like everything's 
OK, accepting all sorts of gifts, all while 
having in the back of their mind a special 
date, February 15, 2003, the day they can 
resume their search for "love." 
Bunch of rubbish, if you ask me. 
Love, I mean. It's the fool's gold of this 
place we call society, followed by, in a close 
second, children. What cruel mechanism 
will they think of next... false anniversary 
date checks? Better yet, premium alcoholic 
beverage tests? That's my favorite, when 
they ask the bartender whether or not they 
used Popov or Belvedere in the Vodka tonic 
that "the guy over there in the blue shirt 
bought..." although they forget to mention 
the "for me" aspect of the transaction. Ri­
diculous. I just don't know. In the mean 
time, I'm gonna go to the Bar Review and 
check out the prospects, or, most likely, get 
a sneak peak at the poor souls who'll be 
written about in "The Adventures of Beavis 
and Butthead" or "Sexless in My Entire 
Life." Either way, remember gentlemen, it's 
a federal offense to throw money in the gar­
bage, so stay away from the cashiers, un­
less you're buying that copy of Norah Jones' 
CD.. .for personal use only. 
SEXLESS in 
the CITY 
BY SARAH HENSLEY 
Where the Boys Aren't 
SWF seeks egotistic, wheeling-back­
pack-toting, over-gelled, over-styled, pretty 
boy. Must consider himself an expert in the 
arts of attracting the fairer sex. Ability to 
find many random uses for plastic apples a 
plus ... wait a minute, what am I think­
ing?! This is supposed to be a column, not 
a personal ad. Gee, I must really be desper­
ate. 
Seriously, let me start off this install­
ment of Sexless with the following dis­
claimer: Unless specifically stated, I AM 
NOT WRITING ABOUT ME. Though I 
cannot reveal the myriad of muses who 
prompted my observations last semester 
without facing wrath and retaliation, I as­
sure you most of what I wrote was not in­
spired by personal experience. Here's an 
example to prove my point: I know that 
none of my friends has ever/would ever 
approach a classmate at a party and say, 
"We have to go party with the undergrads 
soon because Sarah really needs to get l**d. 
It's been a month." Yet, because the same 
cannot be said of a certain other Nota Bene 
columnist, just such a TMI moment led to 
my column on dry spells. I suppose I owe 
him some thanks; his "suffering" was tmly 
inspirational. 
But I digress. Whilst enjoying the 
super long break we just completed, I had 
the opportunity to spend a lot of time (read: 
two nights) with one of my oldest friends. 
Newly single, she asked me the eternally 
dreaded and oft-repeated question of every 
other single girl I know: "where do you meet 
guys?" Although I felt well equipped to 
answer this question - meeting guys has 
never exactly been a problem for me, it's 
finding the ones worth "meeting" again 
that's a little tricky - I was not about to 
give the proscribed "right" answer, which 
is: wherever you're not looking. So instead 
I shared with her the applicable parts of the 
following: 
Ten Worst Places to Meet a Guy 
10: A Bar. I should note that I met 
my most recent ex at a bar and he was a 
really sweet guy who adored me. I digress 
again. The problem with bars is that they're 
populated by drunk people looking to hook 
up. If you care more about someone's brain 
than their looks, this is not the place for 
you. 
9: Your "Favorite" Professor's Office 
Hours. I think this one speaks for itself. 
8: The Gym. Why people think the 
gym is a great place to meet people is be­
yond me. When I'm at the gym, I'm there 
to work, not to socialize, and if you're hang­
ing out, flirting with as many guys as you 
can, chances are you're in my way. Most 
dedicated gym goers, though I'm not part 
of their class, side with me. 
7: A Club. Again I'll note that I've 
met some great guys at clubs. After all, there 
are exceptions to every rule. Nevertheless, 
clubs present the same problems as bars 
magnified by the fact that the people there 
believe they have the right (or at least the 
privilege) to grope you. Chances at conver­
sation are slim to none and Slim's on a slow 
horse out of town. 
6: Bar Review. If you go to enough 
bar reviews (and admittedly I went often 
last semester) you start to realize that the 
same group of people is there every week. 
It's like having a whole other section ... 
only this one's alcoholic. See #10 above and 
refer to my first column if you need more 
rationalization. 
5: The Grocery Store. Social Safeway 
is an urban legend. If you see a cute guy at 
the grocery store look again: his girlfriend's 
probably within ten feet of his carriage. 
4: Your Section (or possibly The Law 
School). At this point in the semester sev­
eral section "romances" have surety btos-
somed. Still, 1 advise against trying one of 
your own for two reasons: 1. you will have 
to see him almost every minute of every day: 
when things are good this is very, very good, 
when things are bad this is horrid and 2. 
most of the "good" guys were already taken 
when they got here and/or are taken now; 
trust me, you don't want the leftovers. 
3: On a dating website (despite con­
siderable dissent). I've heard more bad sto­
ries than good from girls whose "friends" 
traveled this route. Lying is ever popular 
on the internet, after all. Conversely, I did 
get asked out twice after meeting people 
while looking for apartments off Craig's 
List last month, so maybe the internet isn't 
entirely useless. 
2; Your Hometown Over Break. Re­
member high school? Know how some 
people never left it? Do you really want to 
be that girl? 
1: Your bed the morning after. 
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The Bitter 2L 
BY CHRIS MCCLINTOCK 
Staff Writer 
Having read a year and a half's worth of Nota Bene, 
I h ave always felt that it didn't need another viewpoint of 
what's wrong with the school or the world. However, after 
taking a fresh look at the last issue over break, I realized 
that there seemed to be room for me and that critical views 
of the absurdity of life are, in fact, a good thing, and thus 
decided to throw my own twisted view of life into the mix 
for the sake of understanding what happened to me once 
I'm hauled away. 
I am not, however, going to waste time with the four 
plagues of GW Law School life. I've reconciled these epi­
demics in my heart, and will now help you all do the same. 
Are you ready? Here we go.... 
Assume that wheelie bags are what break the eleva­
tor, which rightly dispenses karmic punishment to those 
who don't carry their books around in the first place. Next, 
assume that the people in the CDO are the ones who order 
the soda for the machines, and that their failure to do so 
regularly, as well as their inability to hand us all jobs with 
no effort on our part, is caused by the fact that they suffer 
from caffeine withdrawal from very same soda that they 
forgot to order. 
Having said that, I'd like to give everyone the obliga­
tory, "Hope you had a good break." Mine was short, like 
yours, but relaxing. It did contain one event, though, that 
still haunts me. While out of town for New Year's, my car 
began to experience a bit of engine trouble. I prudently 
took it to a garage to have it checked out. When all was 
said and done, I was $600 lighter and only had thirty-
eight cents, a ChapStick, and a Target receipt in my pocket 
for emergencies on the way home. 
I'm not really complaining about the cost, but look­
ing at the itemized paperwork, I found myself asking a 
disturbing question. Why is it that I have an "onboard com­
puter" that can tell a mechanic what is wrong, but 1 have 
to pa-y atmost StOO for him to ask my car for that informa­
tion? 
The way I see it, if I've got something so Star Trek 
as an ONBOARD COMPUTER in my car, that thing 
should have some kind of screen to tell me what's wrong, 
easily saving all of us the extra step of having con artist 
mechanics speak a secret language to my engine instead. 
What else is that computer telling them about me, 
anyway? That I sing along to bad music? That I talk to 
myself while driving? Dare I say it... that I pick my nose? 
It scares me. I don't see why a little LCD screen on my 
dashboard can't just say, "Valve 3 Not Firing, and then 1 
can just walk into the shop and tell them that, so I can save 
both my money and my dignity. 
What's getting to me this week, though, is the idea 
of the cover letters I'm writing for job applications. What 
is the purpose of a cover letter? To grab attention. And 
what's a bad thing in the conservative legal world? Stick­
ing out. This makes as much sense to me as a submarine 
with a screen door. By the time I get to the interview, I 
think I'm going to have a complex, and when they ask me 
to tell them about myself, I'll end up starting with my child­
hood and how I was never sure if my parents loved me 
enough. 
My girlfriend recently showed me a resume book that 
she had from her job search, where they suggest tactics 
such as beginning a cover letter with a question or includ­
ing a small, interesting graphic at the top. These appar­
ently don't go over well at law firms, but, for those of us 
struggling in the job search, I say go for it. Be as creative 
as possible with your cover letter. You hate writing them 
as much as everyone else — make it fun. Put a superhero-
style logo with your initials on top, or make a stick figure 
drawing of you litigating a case. Also, write your cover 
letter in a surprisingly abnormal style. Here are some ideas 
I came up with: 
DIARY ENTRY: 
Dear Diary, 
You know me, I'm a second year law student and 
I r eally hope I find a job for this coming summer.... 
I wanna work for So & So, LLP so much, because 
they've got a great litigation practice, which, as you know, 
1 think is dreamy... 
SECRET AGENT: 
Agent Recruiter: 
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is 
to hire the most dynamic law student available at GW Law 
today. Your subject is Chris McClintock, a second year stu­
dent.... 
LOVE LETTER: 
My Dearest So & So LLP, 
Words cannot express my love for you. You have 
so many wonderful areas of practice, and I am mesmer­
ized by your beautiful mentoring program.... 
I am burning to express my legal research and 
writing abilities to you; to show you that I am the law clerk 
who will fulfill your wildest trial-prep dreams.... 
FOR THE CON LAW BUFF: 
You, the people of So & So, LLP, in order to find 
an outstanding law clerk and build a meaningful recruit­
ment pool for next year's associate class, do establish that 
Chris McClintock should be hired at your firm.... 
Seriously, I don't see why this would be such a bad 
thing. Stand out. Make people smile. I know that I don't 
want to work for anyone who has no sense of humor. Try 
these out (I know Erik Baptist will), and if any of you get a 
job using such tactics, please write me with a copy of the 
cover letter. I'm dying to see what my fellow students can 
think up. 
Ron & John on Jobs 
Hi Ron and John, 
I am a 1L and I am in the process of looking for a 
job. I know my grades won't be the best, so I won't be 
applying to law firms. Do you have any advice? 
Unsure and Unemployed in Section 12 
Ron's Advice 
Holy crap! You still don't have a job? You're screwed. 
At one point I was kinda worried about not having a 
job like you, but then I got my 3.83 and I sent it to the ten 
best law firms in EX). I g ot an interview. They loved me. 
Now I'll be making $2,400 this summer and if I take their 
offer, I'll be making over $120,000 a year. I got my offer 
over a martini and a 24-ounce Porterhouse at Morton's, so 
I didn't know if it was the best decision, but now I have no 
regrets. So you said you haven't found anything? Have 
you tried the government? 
Get ready. During this process, and dismal economy, 
you will learn a lesson you MUST go to law school to fully 
master: How to hate people. It will soon seem as if there 
are many more people telling stories like the one above 
and less people like you: without a job and seemingly (ob­
viously) hopeless. That is, unless you're an attractive fe­
male. 
If you are lucky enough to fall in this shrinking per­
centile of our population, you actually have a shot. Make 
your hair (legs) look as long as possible and your answers 
(breasts) as well-rounded as your personality (ass). If you 
do those things, you should be OK. 
If you are an attractive guy ... go lick yourself. Move 
to Orlando and start a boy band. Take your rollie bag, your 
feminine propensities, and your Avril Lavigne CDs with 
you. 
As far as everyone else, if your grades aren't above 
"The Mason-Dixon Line" - a 3.0 - you're screwed. Study 
a lot harder. Quit smoking dope. Okay, maybe that last 
one Was a bit too much. I take it back. My bad. Anyway, try 
to get to the Mason-Dixon line if you're not there; and if 
you are, your next goal should be a 3.3, then a 3.5...baby 
steps. If you're above a 3.5 - look at the paragraph I just 
wrote to the attractive guys and do what I told them to do 
... twice ... naked. 
Seriously though, everything depends on grades. If 
you don't have them, your road will be that much harder, 
not easier. The economy blows. We're going to war. Joe 
Millionaire is huge. Just don't slack off and send your stuff 
to firms and judges too. Clerkships are great and have 
wonderful long-term benefits. 
It's just like my friend Rick says, "If there's grass on 
the field ... play ball!" No, wait. I mean ... go to the job 
fairs the CDO puts on. For all the CDO's faults, this is one 
thing they do well. Besides, you get free cookies and soft 
drinks. Who knows, maybe one day you too will be shar­
ing a story like the one recounted above. And when that 
day comes, I will be there to tell you, "Go f&#k yourself." 
John's Advice 
Thanks for the question. Well, for one thing, grades 
are not everything. So you should seriously consider work­
ing for a major law firm. Actually, grades are the last thing 
on their minds. They usually go for the student with the 
best personality anyways. Okay, so the opposite is defi­
nitely true, but I just wanted to get your hopes up for a 
second. Why you would want to work for a firm is beyond 
me. Is it the sweatshop-like work hours? No, it must be the 
morale-breaking treatment from partners, right? Or is it 
the huge salary, which shrinks considerably after taxes and 
the cost of living for a lawyer in a large law firm? 
Whatever your reason for wanting to work for a firm 
is, we should start talking about the places where you ac­
tually have a chance of being employed. Are you good at 
flipping burgers? I'm just kidding. Sorry. Seriously, see 
how you say, "Do you want any fries with that? Okay, I 
swear I'm done with the jokes. 
First, you will need to draft a resume that will high­
light your best qualities and experiences. Judging from the 
fact that you wrote to us for advice, you must not have 
many - if any - of them. We'll just have to improvise. In 
other words, make up stuff on your resume. No one really 
checks these facts. Mention how you saved an entire Hon-
duran village from a flood while serving in the Peace Corps. 
Because you are not a George Washington Scholar or 
Thurgood Marshall Scholar, make up a designation just 
for yourself. I'll help by giving you some examples: Chief 
Justice Roger Taney Scholar, Martin Van Buren Scholar, 
Trent Lott Scholar, or Benedict Arnold Scholar. You will 
fool employers because they will think that no one would 
put these designations on their resumes if they weren't true. 
You might also want to include some of your leadership 
positions at school. Don't worry if you don't have any; just 
make them up again: President, Law Students for a Better 
Tomorrow; Executive Chairman, Committee on Legal 
Theory Development for the 21st Century; or Member, Stu­
dent Bar Association (technically, any student in law school 
is on the SBA). 
Next, you might want to write a cover letter. But 
you're wrong. They're the biggest waste of time. All they 
do is help the recruiting coordinator throw out your appli­
cation for grammatical and spelling mistakes. 
Let's assume that there's an employer dumb enough 
to want to interview you. You will need to prepare for this 
major aspect of the recruiting process. If you're a guy, wear 
something that will make you stand out. Try a leisure suit, 
a bow tie, one of those suits that have shorts instead of 
pants, or just ditch the dress shirt and show them your 
bare chest covered only by your tie. If you're a girl, wear a 
very short skirt and unbutton your shirt halfway down. 
During the interview, you will want to tell the interviewer 
about stories that never happened: how your professor let 
you teach the class in torts one day because you were better 
at conveying the topic than he was the day before, or how 
Lexis congratulated you for catching mistakes in their vari­
ous opinions. 
All this advice probably won't help you. The economy 
is bleak. The job market sucks. So, just repeat after me, 
"Would you like fries with that, sir?" 
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Students React to Trent Lott Controversey 
BY STEFANO FORM ICA 
Staff Writer 
When asked what their feelings were regarding the Trent Lott controversy, 
responses indicated that GW Law students, for the most part, are very passionate 
and involved in their political ideals. Apparently, the differences we all share are 
still far from what one would call a "melting pot," but we can be happy about, as 
what one student articulated, the "differences that we all have.'" 
"In the end, the entire Trent Lott es­
capade turned into a sacrificial lamb for the 
Republican Party, to which they will per­
petually point and say "see, we killed one 
of our own for you!" However, you have to 
think, how can one ascend so high in a po­
litical party holding some of the prejudiced, 
albeit highly nascent, perspectives as Lott? 
The answer lies in what the Republican 
Party will truly tolerate behind closed doors. 
Lott's sin was not in what he said (from the 
view of the Republican Party), but in the 
fact he said it in a public forum." 
-Stephanie Roy 
"I think it's about time that someone 
call him out for who and what he is. He did 
not only say what he said once, but repeated 
himself just in case everyone around him 
didn't get it. As a Democrat, and a Black 
woman, it wouldn't have been so bad for 
him to stay in office because then we (as 
Democrats) would have had a strategic hand 
over the Republicans. But, the truth is that 
he should have resigned and we (Democrats 
and Blacks) need to be happy he did so even 
with the cost of some political advantage. 
And that's all I h ave to say!" 
-Sara Shon Scott 
"The Congress is being hypocritical. 
Virtually all members of society, including 
Congress, have some degree of prejudice 
within them. I think that if you had a tape 
recorder in each Senator's private office, 
you might hear some much more repulsive 
comments than anything that Trent Lott 
said. Yeah, the guy is probably a little rac­
ist, but he doesn't wear a white hood the 
way the media has portrayed him. I don't 
think, whether Republican or Democrat, 
many Congressmen and women are that 
much different." 
-Danny Weinberger 
"Didn't he say it at the guy's birth­
day commemoration? I think he just said it 
to pay homage. I don't think he meant it in 
such a bad way, as it was taken.... Let 
people know that they take everything so 
damn seriously. I mean I don't get all pissed 
when they call me a spic, or wet-back, or 
tire rider, in fact I l augh at them and enjoy 
the differences that we all have." 
-Javier Lopez 
"Who the @#$% is Trent Lott?..." 
-Russell Quinten Thirsk 
"Although there continues to be a 
double standard in the media when it comes 
to Republicans and Democrats - e.g. note 
the total lack of any coverage about Robert 
Byrd (D-WV) having been in the KKK -
Trent Lott was unequivocally wrong for 
saying what he said." 
-Benjamin Slocum 
"The way I see it, the jerk wanted to 
feel good by spewing out something he's 
said a hundred times; it just so happened 
that this time he happened to say it in a 
context where the facts added up just right, 
so that no matter how he tried to explain 
away his comments (e.g. "I was talking 
about Strom's staunch anti-communism," 
as if anyone on this planet would buy that 
nonsense), the base sentiments behind them 
cannot be believably denied." 
-Jason Karasik 
"That said, I think that the pressure 
for him to resign over this incident was a 
bit over the top. The man made the remark 
trying to be flattering to Strom on his 100th 
birthday. If he didn't mean the remark the 
way it was construed and he said so, maybe 
he should have just faced some humiliation 
and unpopularity, not resignation. Seems 
more political than an actual issue. Then 
again, what a stupid remark." 
-Christina Dimock 
"Anyone who thinks that there isn't 
a large element of racism in the Republi­
can Party is extremely naive. The Republi­
cans are very very adept at concealing these 
elements of their party that are counter to 
American mainstream thought, and this is 
why this party is dominating American 
politics today. The Trent Lott situation is 
an instance where this active concealment 
didn't work, and the secret got out. And 
that's all I have to say about that!" 
-Anand Viswanathan 
My tip for this issue of Nota Bene goes out to those 
r  y o u  w h o  u s e  W e b M a i l  t o  s e n d  e m a i l  f r o m  y o u r  
5>law.gwu.edu" accounts. If you are sending to someone 
se with an "@law" account, you do not have to type the 
2>" s ign and the "law.gwu.edu that comes after it. l o r 
;ample, if I am sending a request to the library technical 
:lp staff, I type "burnshelp" in the To: line rather than 
>urnshelp@law.gwu.edu."This saves time and cuts down 
l the risk of typing mistakes. Keep in mind, this will 
NLY work if you are using WebMail to send FROM a 
w.gwu.edu account TO a law.gwu.edu account. If you 
e using an account provided by your own ISP, you must 
ill include the complete email address. 
A note on the "big@boss.com" spam many of us have 
;en receiving in our (S)law mailboxes don t open the 
tachments, they contain a virus. Hopefully, most of you 
ad the warning on the portal or realized this without 
ang told. The IT staff is aware of the problem and most 
the mail is being blocked at the server level (otherwise 
Nuts-N-Bolts: 
The Tech Junkie 
By Elizabeth Austern 
you'd be getting dozens of messages instead of just a few), 
but some junk is still getting through. With any luck, by 
Athe tim e this article is printed this will be a non-issue. 
A quick correction to a tip in my last column. I prom­
ised (as told by the library staff) that a change had been 
made to the laboratory machines so they would automati­
cally erase personal documents each time a user logged 
out. Unfortunately, a glitch has prevented this from work­
ing properly. Hopefully, this feature will be properly imple­
mented soon. 
My tip on a related project was correct: on most lab 
machines it is now impossible to save a document to any 
folder other than the "MyFiles" directory on the "C:" drive, 
a change that should cut down on desktop clutter. 
Another non-tip with regards to printing directly 
from laptops: as was announced at the beginning ot the 
semester via a flyer, this feature will be available as soon 
as the library staff can type the instructions, test them, and 
post them to the Info Portal. However, there are problems 
getting this feature to work for Windows 9x machines. Us­
ers of Windows 2000 and XP operating systems (any PC 
users who bought their computers in the last two years) 
should be able to print from their own (non-lab) comput­
ers soon, but anyone with an older machine will have to 
wait a little longer. 
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LONDON, PARIS, GENEVA 
JUNE 7 - JULY 6,2003 
This program offers: 
International Economic Law—Seminars at the European Investment Bank, 
the European Union, the World Trade Organization, Arbitration Court, the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development, and others. (3 credits) 
International Human Rights Law—Seminars at the United Nations, the 
International Committee of the Red Cross, the International Labor Office, 
and others. (3 credits) 
International Environmental Law—Seminars at the World Health 
Organization, Green Cross, the United Nations, and secretariats of key 
environmental treaties in Geneva. (3 credits) 
• ABA approved • Limited enrollment 
• Maximum credits: 6 • All seminars taught in English 
• Cost: $6,042 
(includes tuition for 6 credits, shared room with breakfast, 
additional meals, and some transfers) 
For more information, contact: 
Professor Emilio Viano 
Telephone: 202-885-2953 
Fax: 202-885-2907 
E-mail: eurolaw@american.edu  
www.wcl.american.edu/parisgeneva 
AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITY 
W A S H I N G T O N .  D C  
Sponsored by The Washington College of Law, American University, Washington, DC, 
and The Center for International Environmental Law, Geneva 
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